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ATTACKED REBELS HA.VETAKEM

Army Altogether.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 10.
made in tiie dynamite conspiracy cases through
letters and telegra:ns quoted in ihe
indictments as implicating practically
all the- officials of the International
Association of Bridge and Structural
Iron Workers will bo the basis, it was
declared today, on which the governr
ment will seek to convict the
defendants who are charged with committing or abetting in almost one hundred explosions.
The correspondence,
contained
in
one of the thirty-twindictments and
embracing what are termed
acts of conspiracy," is held
as showing that a vast plat, known to
and furthered by r'rank M. Ryan, president of the Iron Workers, and to
members of his executive board and
many business agents, was carried on
for six years to destroy the property
of steel and iron contractors who emlabor.
ployed
It charges all the defendants with
being equally guilty as abettors. It also purports to reveal evidence that
"jobs" became the accepted term to
be sent through the man to designate
some place that was to be blown up,
and that gradually tlr; officials of local unions began to call on the International headquarters in Indianapolis
to assist by dynamite and
in increasing the expenses of
"open shop" contractors. Ortie E.
McManigal, Herbert S. Hockin, second
vice president, and James B. McXa-marbecame, it is charged, an organized "dynamiting crew."
Letters are included to show regular fees were paid to McManigal and
that, the cost of doing local "jobs'' frequently was discussed in letters.
Carried Dynamite in Suit Case.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 16. With
reference to Henry W. Legleitner of
Denver, the "uneonsummated act" indictment charges that on December
5, 1910, be appeared at the office of
the iron workers international headquarters in Indianapolis with a suit
case "which was designed and used
to carry a can of nitroglycerine."
The
indictment describes the suit case as
a "telescope suit caze of fibroid, IS
inches high and 8
inches square,'
and declares that legleitner brought
it from Pittsburgh and that it later
was carried by other persons named
in the indictment to Cleveland and
other points. All the other defendants are named as abetting Legleitner

Washington, D. C, Feb. 16. A congressional investigation nf the War
Department probably by a House committee, appeared today to he a certain outcome of the Ainsworlh-Wooline and staff controversy which
in the relief of Adjutant Ceneral Fred C. Ainsworth
from office.
Friends of General Ainsworlh in the
House were said to be preparing the
resolution of investigation and that an
effort would be made lo have the
scope of the inquiry so widened as to
include the administration of affairs
in Cuba at the time General Leonard
Wood, now chief of staff of the army,
was military governor.
Judge Advocate General Crowder
was busy hearing the charges on
which General Ainsworth will be tried
by court martial.
Meantime the House of Representa
tives took a hand in War Department
affairs by adopting an amendment to
the army appropriation bill consolidating the officers of chief of staff, adjutant general and inspector general
into a single bureau of the genera!
staff. The chief of staff would be the
supreme and directing head, with tho
adjutant general and inspector gen
eral members of the staff. While no
order of military arrest lias been issued the statu of Major General Ainsworth is that of an officer under sus
pension and under orders io remain
in Washington pending the adopting
of disciplinary measures by the de-
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Davis Surrenders.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 16 Moullon
If. Davis, under an inuictment charg:
ing conspiracy in connection with the
dynamiting cases, surrendered to the
United States District Attorney here
tcday. Davis has been in business in
an interior town of Pennsylvania for
some years.
Judge Lewis Declined to Hear Petition
Denver, Colo., Feb. 16. Judge Lewis in the United States district court,
here today declined to hear a petition
tor the issuance of a writ of habeas
corpus for Henry W. Legleitner, arrested Tuesday on an indictment returned at Indianapolis. Simon J.
heller of Mullins & Heller, counsel
for the petitioner, announced that thev
would try to bring the matter before
the supreme court of the United
States. Judge Lewis listened only to
the first part of the petition. Catch
ing its drift, he declined to hear more,
and the lawyers left the court. The
averred that the United
petition
Slates commissioner who issued the
warrant for Legleitner's arrest, was
without jurisdiction, that it was issued without hearing evidence; that
the affidavit on which the warrant was
based was insufficient, and that the
detention of the alleged dynamite conspirator is contrary to the laws and
the constitution of the United States.
Legleitner is charged with illegally
transporting 45 pounds of dynamite
from Bellefontaine, Ohio, to Indianapolis.
Another Arrest.
Saratoga, X. Y., Feb. 16. On a
charge of conspiracy in transporting
dynamite, from one state to another.
William K. 'Benson, who was president
of the Detroit Federation of Labor, in
1910, was arrested at his farm near
Bakerville today and brought here.
Benson, who is 36 years old, was one
of the union labor leaders recently indicted at Indianapolis.
Rehearing Granted.
Xew York, Feb. 16. Hugh, Gordon
Miller, as counsel for Frank C. Webb
and .Patrick F. Farrell, today asked
U. S. Commissioner Alexander to reopen the case and grant his clients r
hearing.
Webb and Farrell, arrested here in
the alleged dynamite conspiracy, had
waived examination and were put under $10,000 bail each to appear for
pleading in Indianapolis.
After listening to objections by the

UNITED STATES JUDGE
LANNING DIES SUDDENLY.
Natives of Portuguese Colony of
Timos Abduct Women and Hold
He Was to Have Sat in Hearing of
Them for Ransom.
Government Suit Against
Steel Trust.
(Bv Ppeclai Lrasml Wire to New Mexican!
Lisbon, Feb. 16. Advices from the
Mexican i
Portuguese colony of Timos, in the (By Special Leased Wire to New
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 16. United
Malay archipelago, state that a serious revolution has broken out among States Circuit Court Judge William M.
the natives there. The rebels, ac- Lanning died at his home in this city
from heart trouble. Judge Lancording to the dispatches, have at- tday
tacked and seized the capital, Dilli, ning wa3 to have sat with Circuit
decapitated two Portuguese, officers Court Judges Gray and Bufflngton In
and several soldiers whose heads they the government suit against the Unitstuck on poles, and abducted some ed States Steel Corporation and Its
women and held, them for ransom. The subsidiaries.
government has ordered 300 troops,
supported by a gunboat to the island. FOREIGNERS RUN ON
NEW YORK BANK.
BROTHER AND NOT
Dollars
Withdrawn
FATHER HELPED BOYCE.
From Private Establishment on
'tBy Special Leaaed Wire to New Mexlcanl
Rivington Street.
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 16. To tell (By Special leaxed wire to New Mexican!
New
York
Feb. 16. Hundreds
was
of
that it
he who helped his brother
in running away with the wife of J. excited depositors, mostly foreigners,
B. Sneed and that his father, A. B. stormed the private bank of Adolph
Boyce, Sr., whom Sneed later killed, Mendet in Rivington Street today, de- - assistant district attorney, the comhad no part In any cbnspirac, Henry manding their money.
Nearly fifty- - missioner said that in all fairness he
Boyce went on the stand in the Sneed thousand dollars had been withdrawn
murder trial today.
and the run was still in progress.
Continued on page, eight.
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CUT
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President of Ircn Workers De- Congressman Berger Wants to Rurales Sent Into Mountains to Desperate Eleventh Hour Efforts But Widening of East Palace
clared to Have Been at Head
Do Away With Standing
to Prevent Execution
Capture Insurgents and
Avenue Seems to Have

to Damage Not Less Then Ten
Million Dollars and Conditions Piuable-

Before Judge E. C. Abbott in cham-- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican J
Lisbon, Feb. 16. Whole villages
ers this afternoon, the relator in the
and parts of some towns were wreckby
warranto
brought,
proceedings
quo
ed by the floods which recently swept
O. L. Owen to test the right o G. H
makes
Van Stone to the office of state corp- Portugal andtnrwhose subsidence
.1
A
oration commissioner, moved to strike iviuu luc AiiLL iuat uajudv ui
was
done
fhem.
000,000
The
by
provcut certain portions of the answer ol inces of
Estremadura, Algerve, Alem-tejthe respondent,
seeking to confine
and Minho suffered most.
the issue entirely to the question
Scenes of havoc and desolation are
whether 1,0:52 votes
cast for "Sol"
observed for miles along the country
Owen through misprinting of the balroads. Houses and other buildings
lets, should have been counted for the have
collapsed and among their ruins
vUator. O L. Owen. It is hardly likedead
cattle lie in thousands. There
to
confined
ly that ihe issues will be
also have been many human victims.
that one question, hut whether or not,
persons have been left destithe case will be at issue in the near Many
tute.
future and is apt to be decided shortThe government has sent 50,000
ly.
loaves of bread, 50,000 pounds of fish
overJudge Abbott this afternoon
and 20,000 bottles of wine and more
ruled the motion of relator to strike
are being forwarded.
certain portions of the answer of the supplies
People Dying of Hunger.
file
now
will
and
relator
respondents
Seville, Spain, Feb. 16. The floods
his reply to the answer of the respondwhich
have devastated this city are
afents. It is likely that tomorrow
now rapidly subsiding.
Two of the
ternoon a date will be set for final
suburbs, Xavas and Burguillos, which
hearing.
have been isolated from the rest of
Filadelfo Baca Appointed.
the
city for more than a week, are in
was
of
Las Vegas,
Filadeifo Baca,
a
lamentable
condition.
Many of the
su-yesterday appointed assistant state I inhabitants have been found dying of
erintendent of public instruction by
Alvan N. White, state superintendent hunger.
Corpses Float in Streets.
o! public instruction. Mr. Baca sucThe cemeteries have in some cases
will
who
take been
ceeds Acasio Gallegos
are
undermined, and corpses
ip the practice of law in Tajique, Torfloating in the streets. Relief starance county.
tions have been organized and succor
Treasurer's Receipts.
is being given to persons in distress.
The following sums of money were
of
office
received this morning in the
SLIGHT DELAY IN
the state treasurer, 0. N. Marron: New
TRIAL OF PACKERS.
Mexican Printing Company, compilation, $17: Thomas P. Gable, game and Beef Sales
Manager of Armour & Co.
fiSih warden, game protection
fund,
Identified
Weekly Margin
of
treasurer
$114.13; James Baird,
Summaries.
Oiero county, $199.26; John F. Taylor,
treasurer of Curry county, $901.86.
(By Special Leased Wire to Tew Mexican)
Appointments at the Penitentiary.
Chicago; la., Feb. 16. The packers
Warden J. B. McManus. announces trial was
delayed today pending a con
the following appointments of guards ference of counsel for both sides, and
at the state penitentiary: Juan Pache-c- Judge Carpenter in regard to the trial
of Santa Fe, foreman at the clay of T. G.
Lee, one of the managers of
banks; Irvin Grey of Carrizozo, Lin- the beef department of Armour & Co.,
coln county, foreman of the tailor indicted on a
charge of perjury in Augshop; Carlos Rublo and Juan B. Quin-tan- a ust, 1910, growing out of a grand jury
of San Miguel county; Tomas
investigation of the packers.
Medina of Santa Fe; Juan G. Romero
The Lee case was on Judge Landis'
of Taos; Sylviano Chavez and Matias calendar and was continued until next
Velarde of Rio Arriba.
Monday morning by agreement. LaA Much Wanted' Man.
ter the question of postponing the
Superintendent ot insurance Jacotjo trial until after the conclusion of the
Chaves has made public the following present packers' triU was duscussed.
ietter regarding an alleged insurance
Although no decision was reached, it
t
under arrest at Roswell, the let- id probable that tho Lee case will not
ter being from the Missouri State Life be tried until after the packers' trial
Insurance Company of St. Louis, Pres- is finished.
ident Edmund P. Melson signing it;
When the packers' trial was resum"There are three separate charges of
ed, II. A. Russell, beef sales manager
forgery at Hillsboro, in this state. for Armour & Co., identified weekly
There is one other charge, but the
summaries for Armour & Co.,
man is temporarily away. After hav- margin
and said copies of the sheets were sent
his
contract
terminated
here,
ing
to the managers of the beef departwhich was in the first place obtained
ment and cattle buyers.
on the grossest misrepresentations, he
went to Illinois and collected on several policies, but failed to send in TWO BANKERS ARE
GRANTED THEIR PAROLE.
He did
v.iy applications or money.
likewise in Des Moines, Iowa, and one
ether city in that state. He had a Ten Prisoners to Be Discharged From
Federal Penitentiary at Leavlady with him, and it seems is guilty
enworth.
of about everything on the calendar.
We are certainly glad that you have
him at Roswell, but do not want to (By Special Leased TVre to New Mexican)
16.
Leavenworth,
Kans., bub.
iris's him by any hook or crook when
Charles E. Mullin, former cashier of
yeu get through with him. In other a
national bank at Pittsburg, Pa., and
words, we do not want him to get out
a day or two earlier than expected, Clarence C. Waller, formerly connectand escape the indictments which are jed with a bank at Fort Smith, Ark.,
are among ten prisoners for whom
awaiting him in Missouri, Illinois and paroles
were received at the federal
Icwa. We will doubtless keep him
here today.
busy for a tew years to come. He hap penitentiary
Mullin was received at the prison
no license whatever to work in your
on June 6, 1910, to serve five years,
state, and never sent in an applicabeen convicted on a charge of
having
tion and evidently never intended to,
lrom there. We will keep in touch embezzlement.
Waller was chasged with using arwith the authorities at Roswell, and
tifice to defraud and was brought here
bring him over here where he will get
September 11, 1910, to serve two and
all that is coming to him."
All of which goes to show that it is a half years.
A. H. Temple, a life prisoner at the
best when you do any insurance business with a stranger, scrutinize his penitentiary, whose sentence was
commuted by President Taft, was recredentials first.
leased and departed for his home at
Antlers.
Oklahoma.
STUCK HEADS OF

IS

Mutineers-

d

partment.
The war department officials are
selecting the court and are formulatseving the charges. Necessarily
eral retired officers of high rank must
be used, and the department is com
municating with some of those who
are not now in Washington to ascer
tain if they would find it feasible to
serve. The court probably will be
one of the most notable in army history. It may he several days before
the issue of the formal order creating the court and citfag General

Ainsworth before it.
Although the Issues are exceedingly
important involving the old rancorous disputes that have been waged
between the line and the staff for 25
years, officers of the department do
not believe the trial will consume
much time.
It is believed the evidence will be principally document
ary, including the orders and reports
issued from the adjutant general's of
fice within the last four years and
especially the letter made public from
Secretary Stinison to General Ainsworth, formally charging him with
disrespectful conduct.
In view of the limited accommodations at the department,
the court
probably will assemble at the war
college or at Fort Slyer, across the
Potomac.
General Ainsworth maintains the
reticence he has steadfastly occupied
since Secretary Stiunson's letter was
he
made public It is understood
now is arranging for counsel and preparing his defense.
Ainsworth Asks to Retire.
Washington, T). C.. Feb. 10. The
Ainsworth case took a sudden turn
late today when President Taft approved the former adjutant general'.s
This
retirement.
application for
means there will he no court martial,
it is said.
Retirement Takes Effect Today.
Washington, D, C., Feb. 16. The
action of the President, it is believed,
f;nally closes the case against General
Ainsworth and there will be no furth
er military proceedings, 'ine gener
al's application was based upon 37
years service in the army and was
So far as official
purely voluntary.
no
records show there are now
charges standing against him. The
application for retirement takes effect
today.
Additional Torpedo Fleet.
Washington, D. C, Feb. J 6. The
construction of an additional submarine torpedo fleet for the protection
of the Pacific coast, was urged before
the naval affairs committee of the
House by Representative Hayes, of
California.
"

Proved Futile-

-

CB' Ppecinl Leader "vHrf to
Mexican)
Kl Paso, Texas,
10. Street
cars resumed running to Juarez this
morning after a suspension of service for 24 hours as a result of American soldiers crossing into Mexico
with their arms on a street car yesN--

terday.

News reached .Inure;: this morning

that Yaseptistas captured the town of
Guerrero, in Chihuahua last night.
The state legislature of Chihuahua

lias sent peace commissioners to all
parts of the state to endeavor to invite the rebels to return to the ranks
of the Madenstas.
No Mercy to Rebels.
Troops have been sent from Cana-neinto the mountains after the
troops who rebelled there two nights
ago. The troops have orders tci show-nmercy lo the rebels if raptured.
The company of state militia called
out last night by State Adjutant General Huiehins when Mexican mobs in
Kl Paso began congregating and deEl
in
nouncing the Mexican con-t- il
Paso for permitting the Mexican officials to release the American soldiers
so soon nflr arrest, were not called
to arms today. Tb? Mexicans were
when
angered because last week
a ,'med Mexicans were caught in Xew
Mexico byTnited Stales troops, they
were held prisoners for a week and
when the Americans were taken from
the street car in Juarez yesterday,
they were released in a few minutes.
Mestas Refuses to Resign.
Governor Abrani Gonzales litis wired to Juarez asking the resignation ot
Santiago Mestas. elected mayor last
week by the mutineers, but Mestas
has refused to resign. The governor
has wired that he lias appointed
Enriquez of Chihuahua to the
position.
Was He Drunk?
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. The
to deal
decided
War Department
drastically with Lieutenant Ben W.
Fields, of the Eighteenth infantry,
v. ho, in command of a
squad of American soldiers, made the mistake of
crossing into Juarez, Mexico, from El
Paso, Texas, yesterday aftprnnon, and
nearly precipitated an international
clash. Fields has been arrested pending investigation.
Conditions Much Disturbed.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 1(1 While
Ihe War Department is convinced
that the mistake was clue to the
of Fields and his men with
the route the trolley car they hoarded,
il is desired that this fact be thoroughly impressed on the Mexican officials.
The Mexican government has promised the United States to protect the
ten Americans
now at Tlahualilo,
State of Durango.
At Palomos, on the border line just
south of Columbus, Luna county, New
Mexico, the rebels are reported to be
permitting goods of all kinds to come
f
into Mexico at
the regular
tariff duties.
While conditions in Juarez are said
to be favorable to the government,
conditions farther west in Chihuahua,
particularly the Casas Grandes region,
still are unsettled. There is much opposition to the government and the
rebels t.iere continue to interfere with
the running of rains. Railway communication between Mexico (Ay and
Oaxaca in the south has been interrupted.
He Ought to Take Lessons.
Lieutenant Fields says he knew the
street cars ran through Mexico, but
thought he was violating no international law in making the trip, as Americans regularly take this journey
to
reach the destination he was going to,
and it was the only car line reaching
there.
An Unintentional
Mistake.
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 16. Lieutenant
Benjamin W. Fields, Eighteenth Unita

Emi-lian-

o

one-hal-

States Infantry, ordered arrested
at Fort Bliss today by the War Department for invading Mexico with
armed soldiers of the United States,
got into the difficulty yesterday by
unintentionally taking his men across
the international line on a street car
to save a short walk to the post to
which they had been assigned as border guards.
Street cars to Juarez from El Paso
cross into Mexico from Stanton street
and after making a loop in Juarez, return to El Paso over the Santa F?
Street bridge, three blocks west. Field
was ordered to take his command to
the Santa Fe Street bridge for guard
duty, and instead of leaving the car
at the international line and marching
ed

EASE BALL RECRUITS BOUND
FOR TRAINING GROUNDS.
New York, N. Y., Feb. i6. Manager
McGraw of the New York Nationals,
and a squad of young recruits started
today for Martin, Tex., for preliminary
practice on southern grounds. Members of the regular team will join
and his recruits for training in
two weeks. A second squad of rewest on American soil, to the Santa
cruits will join him at St. Louis.
Fe Street bridge, he remained aboard
with his command under arms, inWILLIAM J. BRYAN
the loop
X tending to ride around
were
WILL VISIT HERE.
through Mexico. The soldiers
S
taken off by Mexican guards as soon
William J. Bryan, three times
as they reached
Mexican soil and
Democratic candidate for the
Presidency, will visit Judge N. X were soon released and allowed to return to the American side of the river.
B. Laughlin
on Wednesday,
IS February 21, and has consented X The incident frightened the people of
to make a public address here X Juarez, who thought intervention had
X under the auspices
of the X come.
S
Americans Are Fleeing.
Young Men's Democratic Club. .
Laredo, Texas, Feb. 16. Refugees
3SJSJSJSJSXJSXXXJSJS5SJSSS
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The citv council met in regular
four ,,.,
,
s H.,Io,.k
ning at the
ot Med Guebunv were ,
murderers
;) nmii,i(jr of
(mm. (.om.. hoU;
m
ihe
.,n,l today.
hanged
They wen; committees tt(, antttinU.(l locking
i
want ami
Shild.iwsUy, who;v;ml
,u,u,.e ,1(.v,,!;.,,l!mim of SallU
.
died together first, and Phillip
A,mms
(.olli,vhl nsiv aml
who ;,ibitious
merlmg and Thomas Sehultz,
plans of .Uavor Seligman
met death a few minutes later.
jam! tno members of the council, are a
Thomas Jennings, the ne gro slay- - city hall, new band s ami for the
er of Clare nce Hiller, t lie gallows' plaza, playgrounds for the children,
"fifth" victim, was saved to? a short a more attractive !Je Vargas pageant
time by the plea of his lawyers before? jard the widening and straightening of
streets. Besides Mayor Seiigmau
n federal court that in being forced lojl'-;make thumb prims his constitutional :!lul Clerk Delgado the following meni- immunity lrom having to
testify ' "PIs 01 lnJ council were present:
bee
n
himself
had
violated.
He, Councilman Alarid, Gable, Lopez, Or- against
Uz aml Wheeion.
Councilman Armijo.
too, was hanged when Judge Landis
,;i;(a luli
VV('!'e '
Present. The
declined to interfere.
reading of minutes of the last session
Priest Tried to Save claycrs.
De sperate eleventh
hour efforts v.eiv dispensed with and the council
were niado by sympathizers to save got down to "brass tacks."
The report of the city treasurer
A
the lives of the Guelzow slayers.
Polish Catholic priest declared before showed a balance in the treasury of
Judge MeKiiiley in the superior court. $.".:i!'l0.17 in all funds. The report was
thai he believed the youths were
sune.
jCimnng tne motor ear tax on twentyWhile the death march of the Shib - tWo lno,or ''a,'s' ,h? ('i!' , i( :k's report
ollec- lawski was in progrss. a bailiff from i,m' lh l,ast '"!lllh Rn0K,'J
!I
nnes and street
Jucige Mclviuley's court summoned!1"-1- '
U
if'
to S tMVV:.
Jailor Davies to court.
But three l''i:vl"K
19 "le , ei'on "f ,he
citjr
minutes before the bailiffs arrival,
'j""'
the Shiblawskis' had been hanged.
Davis refused to obey the summons
Among the complaints brought
was one reported.
to tile supe rior enurt. Instead, Chief ,n,v tll? foiMn-iCouncilman Alarid. eh.iiniian
of
Deputy Peiers telephoned 'o the judge
Iliac two of the men had been hanged r1 c Hlu '"mmittee. on the service of
and thai the execution of the other t,;? s,ret't ,iK,!,K iu various parts of
two would proceed unies
formal the city. Jiy a vote ot the council
the mayor and the chairman of thc
writ prevented.
to
No writ was issued and Somnierling light committee were authorized
and Sehultz followed Iheir companions V i.it on the management of the Santu
Fe Water and Light Company for fur
on the gallows.
Representatives of
A complaint was
the state's attorney's office resisted ther improvement.
the attempt to stop the executions and made in regard to the building matold Judge McKiuley that the petition terial of the Masonic Temple on Washstreet which now practically
alleging insanity, which under the ington
law is a bar to execution, was present- - c'oses the street. It was ordered that
the contractor in charge of the work
eu only for delay.
be instructed to place two electric;
This was denied by counsel for th:i lights in the vicinity of the foundation
condemned men and a wordy alterca- and materials and that the la'ter be
tion occupied the minutes in which removed from the street.
the four were being prepared for the
The matter of the widening and
gallows.
straightening of Cerrillos road by tho
Judge McKinley ftecHned lo permit removal of the fence in front of th
the netition to be filed until it had lioperty of Pleasant Mill, the council
been read. The prosecutors
insisted referred to the committee on streets
tl at the petition, which was signed by
ml bridges and ordered a report at.
Kev. llepinski, was not in accord with j the next meeting.
the facts.
The widening of this thoroughfare
While the executions of the Guelzow is 0I1'-- a P''t of a comprehensive.
murderers were taking place, Jen- - Plan to widen and straighten all tin;
nine's counsel were a renin? Iwrnw streets of the city before valuable
United Stales District Court Judge property is placed in the way. Sena
Landis on the habeas corpus writ they street is another thoroughfare that
will receive attention.
On the
asked yesterday.
of Mrs. Speakc and Mrs. Krueg-e- the matter was referred to a speINSANE CONVICT RUNS
AMUCK AT SAN QUENTIN. cial committee consisting of the mayor and Counc ilman Gable who will reMan Sentenced for Unnatural Crime peat cm the matter at the next meeting. The conjplaint was in regard to
Fatally Stabs Two Fellow Pristhe location of the street which will
oners With File.
he determined bv the city engineer.
(Bv Special Lensrel Wire to New Mexican) I;' tl!, obtrusion of certain property
San Qiieutin, Calif., Feb. 1C. Arm-ioJohnson street the city has not
eel with a sharp pointed lile. Edward be en able to construct, sidewalks. T1k
Delhamie a negro convict believe d to mayor appointed Councilman
Lopez
be insane, ran amuck in the prison 'and City Attorney Easley as a special
yard today, anil killed William Kauf committee to investigate the condiman, a fellow prisoner, wnile William tions and to report at ihe next meetPeterson, also a convict, received fatal ing.
A committee was authorized
to inwounds. The negro sprang at Peter
son as the convicts lined up for break vestigate and report on a suitable lot
fast. When Peterson fell, he fled for the location of a city hall. It is
across the yard, encountering and not the intention of the council to
stabbing Kaufl'man as he ran. As Del- - recommend the construction of a citv
hantie stood at bay against the wall, tome just yet, but the time is not far
Guard Duffy walked up to him and iriislant, they think, when the city must.
quietly asked for the file. The negro have such a building. A lot could be
gave it up and went to his cell with- bad at a reasonable price at this
out resistance. Delhantie was sen- time and the foundation begun. The
tenced for an unnatural crime.
city hall proposition is a part of the.
"Greater Santa Fe'' plan. Not unlik.5
WEATHER WAS CLEAR AND
if, is the proposal of the council to
TRACK WAS FAST. build a new band stand in the plaza
(By Special leased TV.i-- to New Mexican
properly equipped with toilet faciliJuarez. Mex., Feb. 16. Weather ties. In this connection, the council
furfour
fast.
track
First race,
clear,
authorized the appointing of a comlongs. Mother Katcham, 1 02 (Mur- mittee of three including the mayor
ray) 6 to 5, first. Velie Forty, 110, to confer with the Woman's Board o
102, Trade, which organization
(Keogh) 8 to 5, second.
has tho
(Johnson) 5 to 1 third. Time :4S. care of the public sepiare.
Moss Rose, Little Blonde, Queene of
The skating of children on the side
the Turf, Dad Stearnes, Reckless Lad, walks brought out forcibly the need
casanova, ueuiun jic reier nuiice,;0f a public play ground where the
''anchildren could resort for recreation.
With a small initial investment,
th American pr0llld tould be 1!urcnasd and Ul.
from Mexico, principally
women and children, continued today ,,roner equipment of
swings, wadins
to pass through here. They came from
colg Snd ofner nrpssnrips inst.niiefi
an pans oi uie repuum;, ueeiiiuufc in A committee of three was authorized.
some cases that their Mexican friends one of whom should be a member of
advised them to leave.
ihe council to investigate and report
Fight Near Saltillo.
on the matter.
was
Ifi.
There
Feb.
Laredo, Texas,
The possibilities of the De Vargas
small fight with no casualties, north;
was taken up by the council
pi.geant
af Saltillo at Ramos Arispec.
a 'id the mayor authorized
to appoint
Rurales Pursues Bandits.
la committee to confer with the Cham- 16.
Feb.
Cananea, Ponora, Mex.,
ibor of commerce on the subject The
rRurales Ie.t here today in pursuit of
objpct of the COmmiltee Is to create
No-!
bandits who looted ranches near
a more splendid and brilliant pageant,
uales. The band was organized in this that would compare
favorably with
to the Mardi Gras of New Orleans and
city. Another band Is reported
have attacked Bacanuchi.
the Priests of Pallas of Kansas City.
Convicts Released and Armed.
A more interesting historical
pageant
According to a report received here could not be imagined.
The council
at
today
sympathizers
proposes to begin in plenty cf time
Magdalena, the home of Colonel
ard advertise the pageant through
the' famous rurale chief, lib- the railroads.
A committee of five was authorized
erated thirty one prisoners from the
cuartel.
to draft a charter for the city of San- Later these
were armed, and they have taken the
field.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

duality and Large Variety of

"Soltaire" floods.

ni
WITH

the

Always the Leader

Southern Corner Plaza,
CASH

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

GIVE

ALFALFA SEED.

For INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in

)M

bulk and packages

.j

45

e

rn ltlIV3wll
HCnCH

Phone Black

LLV

45

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

"

The Quality Coal."

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

LIVER Ye STAB Li
Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
aHiiiG9, oauuiv nursea

uuioj
CaiS up

'Phone 9

When in Koed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Ion Gaspar Avenne

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

9

TO

SstVP MflflPV and ,nconvenicnce by Purchasing Weils
JdfE
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Throughout

rfirttiV immm i
rtujiaa

Neither can you build
up your nerves with

The man most honored in a crush
Is oftentimes a

S., Canada, Mexico

"counties11

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j j
J. D. BARNES, Agent.

To be

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
line
open at all times day and night, with first-claof lively rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
ss

appreciate your patronage and influence.
Yours for Business
Santa Fe. N. M.
130 San Francisco St.

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

s"''isATISFACTION

E,t7Br!cANIEEI)
PAUL P. LACASSAUNE'
JOS San Francises Street.

O

hinGCS

Self-Relian-

a.'

c

CiesVsS

-

t,

nerves must have a
c
that nourishes and builds up

THE STATE

j

Child Beaten to Death.
John Flemming and his wife, Eljz.i
of Rouse, Colorado, were lodged in
the county jail at Walsenburg, suspected of beating to death their
son, Edward.

the entire system.

il l .1-

l

J. R. CREATH.

Phone Main 139.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

YOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT," '.UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWARE FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LIKE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
BUSINESS.

-

Death at Las Vegas.
Miss Katherine Willnian (lied at St.
Anthony's Sanitarium at Las Vegas
yesterday. She was aged 34 years
and came to New Mexico from St.
Louis seven months ago.

is the World's Standard

and

Body-Build- er

Nerve-FooLr

HiJJ

TRADE-MAR-

a

a

Van Horn Has a Proposition.
E. B. Van Horn, formerly of Santa
Fe and an inspector of the Cattle Sanitary Board, has proposed to the Commercial Club at Albuquerque, to establish a large creamery and dairy in
Albuquerque, provided that the club
pay him a royalty of five cents a
pound on butter he manufactures until he has been paid a $1,000.

Looks Bad for Prohibition Town.
Walter Carper, charged with being
drunk and disorderly was arrested by
one of the city policemen at Roswell.
on
Arrested while badly "pickled"
s
some "bootleggers booze" Juan
was brought before the police
magistrate and ordered to break away
from $13.50. He flashed the thirteen
and

one-hal-

f

pesos and was allowed to

depart unmolested from the chamber
ol justice.
Preferring manual labor
Brought $200 an Acre.
on the streets of Roswell to tearing
S. VT. Moore, a nrosnerous farmer
f
cf near Hngerman purchased the Aus- himself away from seven and
tin Swan property situated near that good simoleons, J. M. Reed, a young
man of Roswell did not pay his fine
city. Moore paid $200 an acre for assessed
by Police Judge Witt for be
160
acre tract, or a total amount
the
oi $32,000. The land was recently ing drunk and stated that he would
sowed in alfalfa and by spring will work it out. He is now engaged in
"gardening" the public thoroughfares.
yield a crop, it Is thought.
That leaving your horse or team unhitched is too expensive a luxury was
Sin Brings Death.
Peter Budrow, once a prosperous made evident when J. W. Jarvis was
business man of Cripple Creek, at arrested and fined $1 and costs at Ros
well for having left his team standing
Denver, lured Miss Katherine Heslin,
half his age, and his affinity, to a on the street without being tied. The
room he had engaged for a death costs of the case brought the amount
to $7.50 which Mr. Jarvis thought
chamber, shot her to death after a
terrific struggle, and then shot him rather expensive for a slip of mem- self and cut his throat. Budrow has cry. Roswell Daily Record.
a wife living.
On the Edge of Precipice.
Halted on the brink of a
Cornell Cannot Draw Salary.
Herbert M. Cornell, formerly of deep quarry bv three iron cables
Santa Fe, now secretary of the Colo stretched as a fence, three drunken
rado Civil Service Commission, has men in a touring car had the scare of
pot been able to draw his salary for their lives at St. Louis. The crash
ever a year on account of a nolitieal
squabble in the Centennial State. He CASCARETS CLEANSE
presented his monthly warrant for
$125 again this week but State Treas
urer Kenehan refused payment.
LIVEJUNO BOWELS
Petitioned

Governor

McDonald.
fight at
Ciovis, Curry county, there has been
a committee of ring fans working toward the popularizing of this city as
New Mexico's fight center.
On the
other .hand, the Ministerial Alliance
of Ciovis is fighting the producing of
any more bouts in this city and is said
to have petitioned Governor McDonald to use the police power invested
in him to stop further contests.

Since the

Winters-Pappa-

n

and yells of astonishment and fright
attracted patrolmen to the quarry, at
Nineteenth and Penrose streets. On
their arrival they saw three white-faceshaking men crawling gingerly
over the seats and o it of the back of
the car to terra firma. The automobile had beer driven into the cables,
which served as a fence, by Chris
Schlueter 27 year old.
In the car wih Schlueter were Peter
Primm, 35 years old, a switchman and
Frank Osterman, 20 years oid. Patrolman Lewis ot the Angelica Street
Station, w,io first heard the crash,
watched the three trembling men
crawl from the car, and then he, Pa
trolman Chandler and Sergeant Hurst
escorted them to the station, where
they are held, charged with taking an
automobile from a garage without the
owner's permission. Schlueter told
Lieutenant Donegan he took the automobile to go to his home. At Twentieth street and College avenue he
stopped at a saloon to get an "appetizer." In the saloon were Primm and
and the trio spent nearly an

New Name for Santa Fe Lines in
Arizona.
President
has issued a circuRipley
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
lar that a new subsidiary corporation
FRIDAY
AND
RETURNS THURSDAY
has taken over the lines of the Santa
Fe in Arizona. It reads: "The prop
erties of the Santa Fe. Phoenix and
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop Frescott Railway ComDanv. the Ari
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
zona and California Railway Com
Phoae Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2 pany, the Prescott and Eastern Railroad' Company, and the Bradshaw
Mountain Railroad Comnanv. hereto
Try a New Mexican want ad. V fore operated by the Santa TV Prew- tesults.
cott & Phoenix Railway Company,

:

Pnone 14

This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. Head-

A

Don t consider the cost.
If you
have work for a Gasoline Engine
see us about it.
The price will
be surprisingly low.
If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

J

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

STORE, SANTA FE.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

.

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home Industry. Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

Young Folks Had Delightful Time at
Her Home on Lincoln's Birth-Da-

FRANK M. J0NESnBa2flek.Bldg-

Miss Antonita Ortiz of San Franentertained
cisco street charmingly
her friends at a birthday party on Lincoln's birthday.
Among the jolly
guests were: Misses L. Romero, N.
Sena, Flora Valencia, Petrita Delgado,
Sallie Romero, Frances Lopez, Ira
Hernandez, Mary Lopez, and Mrs. H.
A. Colvin.
Delicious refreshments
were served.
The decorations of the
dining table were carnations and
The toothsome Spanwhite roses.
ish viands were a special feature, Mrs.
Gavino Ortiz assisting the hostess.
Music, singing, whist, progressive eu
chre and high five, followed the serv
The guests
ing of refreshments.
were loath to depart and regretted
that the fair hostess has only one
birthday each year to celebrate.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
Writes all the Modern
AND FIDELITY BONDS.
Policies at Lowest Rates.

READ for PROFIT
Use for Results

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or, Phone No. Red 76
For Full Information Call,

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.

Telephone 85

85

.Harcourt &. Co.
INCOBP ORATCO

LOUISVILLE.

.

K.Y.
THE LEADING STATIONERS AND.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

ORDERS FOB

as'&w"aid

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,
44

Work Guaranteed

THE QUALITY SHOP,"

-

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

-

& Son
FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE

NEATLY

at popular
hack mne

For hlr

MAKERS.

centers

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

w

.

ENGRAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS. PERSONAL AND BUSINESS,
STATIONERY , ETC. AVay ba left witK us witK the assurance that the
meet every requirework when completed will mark, the user
ment of the most discriminating taste.

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

Lump

CERRILLOS

JVS ARE AGENTS FOPt

Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon

J. P. Steed

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiBg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
EOT!Sl7551Sy.

Phone Black 50166

FURNITURE

AND RETAIL

Screened
Telephone

sor sale ht all dri'ggiSU.

Wood

WHOLESALE

oa1

QUICK IN RESULT!

TONIC IN ACTIOC

-

REAL ESTATE

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE. KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE.RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
m
they exercise a permanent benefit.

All

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

MISS ANTONITA ORTIZ
GAVE BIRTHDAY PARTY.

Headache, Sick, Sour
Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
Tongue or Constipation.

tion, Sallow Skin and Miserable Head'
aches coni9 from a torpid liver and
clogged bowels, which cause your
stomach to become filled with undi
gested food, which sours and ferments
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
the first step to untold misery indigestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow
skin, mental fears, everything that is
horrible and nauseating.
A Cascaret
will give you a thorough
tonight
cleaning inside and straighten you
out by morning. They work while you
box from your drug
sleep a
gist will keep you feeling good for
months. Millions of men and women
take a Cascaret now and then to keev
their stomach, liver and bowles regu
lated, and never know a miserable
moment.
Don't forget the children
their little insides need a good, gentle
cleaning, too.

It

Better Farming in New Mexico.

hour there.

No Biliousness,

Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indiges

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14.

&.

v

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Tonic.

d-

ALL DRUGGISTS

K

Diphtheria at Stanley.
The six year old granddaughter of
John Green died at Stanley, southern
Smta Fe county, of diphtheria. The
public schools at Moriarty have been have been sold to the California, Ariclosed on account of the disease.
zona, and Santa Fe Railway Company
r.nd leased to the Atchison Company
Mrs. Carolina Kerr.
for operation, effective noon January
Mrs. Carolina Kerr died at her 22, 1912. The officials under the forhome on Mountain Road near the mer management will be retained
American Lumber Company mills at with the same titles and duties. These
The deceased was 54 lines will be designated 'Atchison,
Albuquerque.
and Santa Fe Railway-SantFe,
years of age and leaves only one close
Prescott, and Phoenix Lines.' The
relative, a sister.
headquarters will remain at Prescott."
Charged With White Slavery.
T. S. Tindley, alias J. R. Reardon,
Auto Trip to Elephant Butte.
was brought before the United States
Francis E. Lester of Mesilla Park
commissioner's
court at El Paso has returned from an overland autocharged with a violation of the "white mobile trip in his touring car to Eleslave" law. He was bound over to phant. Butte dam, the car being driven by his son, Ted Lester, and as
the federal grand jury.
guests were Joseph W. Taylor and W.
C. Strode of Dona Ana.
This is the
Divorce Granted.
On the grounds of cruelty,
Mrs first automobile trip ever made beMaria Catalano was yesterday grant tween Las Cruces and Elephant Butte.
ed a divorce from her husband V. G. Mr. Lester reports a splendid road
Catalano at Albuquerque, was given for the greater part of the way, and
the custody of her three minor child both going and return trips were made
in quick time and without a breakien, f 30 a month alimony and $100 down
of any kind. The total distance
attorney's fees.
is about 90 miles each way.
Boy Rrun Down By Auta,
Beaten in Front of Saloon.
As he was delivering his first packCharles
Look, arrested on a charge
for
Denver
store in which he
age
of
at El Paso, proves to be
had just found employment,
George a vagrancy
strikebreaker, who was shipped
Kennedy, aged la, was run down and from
Pittsburg in October, worked in
by an automobile
fatally injured
whose chauffeur had been fined for the G. H. shops two months,' mean-fast and reckless driving some time hile living in bunk cars in the railroad yards, has been idle since Decem
ago.
ber 20, and prowled and loitered at
night around buildings in Pioneer
Denied Kiss, Beats Girl.
Because seventeen year old John plaza while waiting for money from
Zerves was denied a kiss by an eigh- home. He says he was beaten in Deteen year old girl he had taken to the cember in front of the Coney Island
saloon by three men whom he believes
theater, he beat her until the police
interfered at Chicago. In police court to be striking railway shopmen, and
a month ago he was drugged and
he. insisted that if a fellow takes
a that
in
hcofan
on? Khn nui ..11
u ci i
1110
iti uItiovaT
aim
ail Vie!
u(.lvu
juuuu
girl to the theater he had a right to
money.
kiss her.

150-foo- t,

I Will

i

alcoholic remedies.

one-hal-

All Parts of The World

U.

mv nn if

ft

The female who talks virtue most
Has oft the least of which to boast.

M

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

warn

tCK

SSE

The woni'in with the plainest face
most conceited of her race.

TICKETS

RETAIL

STOCK

tfmmmmmv&M! mi

The man who blames his child for sin
U not the man who looks within.

ABOUND

40.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1912.

food-toni-

REGISTER

AND

was

spent.

Full many a man well known to fame
Has yet to earn an honest name.
l.mana Sheldon, in the New York
Times.

Santa Fe. Telephone No.
WE

The man who never had a cent
Iioasts loudest how his wealth

'

GROCERY

ALL

NOT PROVERBS.
He who knows least has most to say
About the questions ot the day.

31.

prioe

lugglM and saddl

hr

theodoie coitici, Pr

Phuw ItaMk lift .

DONE

Phone. Red

115

KERR'S

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant

SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

From

Phsne us, we will tw glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues
days and deliver on Thursdays and

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
Telephone If.
the
north bound train and arrives at
without
extra
shirts
charge.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store. your
Taos
at 7 p. m.
RED
122
PHONE RED 122 PHONE
Regular Meals 25 cents.
miles shorter than any other
Ten
50c.
Booms for Rent 25c and
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
Good
covered hacks and good
way.
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
i,mtahJhl eammareaf man ta take In
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
It the surrounding town. Wire fcabuaa
Ad.
"Want
New
Mexican
a
Try
dlsn.
a
20c
Noodle
Order
French
Station.
New Terk Chop Suey 60c 0 rings rttOLtfc

CHAS. QANN, Prop.J

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

16,

IT WAS
A

GREAT

THE SANTA FE

1912.

SUCCESS

MEXICAN, SANTA TE,

on

health
a
old
before her time because of those irregularities which are essentially feminine.
Starting from early womnnhood, sh suffers from frequently recurring derangements
that upset her wurnaiy iicullh.
Ii a..- -' he Ljuaiul i.ic grows iuto iUai uieiluw
age without wrinkles and crowfeet about the eyes or the blue circles underneath.
It is invariably the rule that such women suffer little, or not at all, from womanly
derangements which sa- - the health and bavc in the face the t?M-t?stary of pzin
and suffering. Dr.R.V. pierce, tiie famous specialist in the diseases of women, found
a prescription in his early practice that soothed the organism peculiar to womanhoodoiled the machinery, as it were, of the human system and helped the woman
to pass those painful periods that scar-line- d
and aged her face. This remedy became
n
the
Dr. Pierce s Favorite Prescription, that has
benefited thousands of women and saved them from misery
and suffering at different periods in life.
Mrs.
E. Pierce, of 244 Bright Street, Samia, Ont., writes :
"I am nowHarkely
a well woman after euli'ering for three years and doctoring
with several different doctors, each one saying it was something different, and the last one, after putting me through a thorough examination,
said 1 was suffering from a growth, which, in time, would result in
cancer, and said I would not live more than two years if not oper1 became
ated upon riphtaway.
hopelessly discouraged but would not
consent to the operation as I was too weak and too much afraid, but at
last, through the advice of a friend, 1 tried Dr. Pierce's medicines, and
after using two bottles of the Favorite Prescription ' I immediately
felt a change. I also used two boxes of Healinir Suppositories ' and
eight boxes of "Lotion Tablets,' and can safely praise the name of Dr.
Pierce's medicines to all who suffer from any female disease, for these
medicines are all thev are claimed to be. and 1 hove will hula others as
Mrs. Pierce.
they have helped me."
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A WOMAN'S
GOOD LOOKS
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and freedom from pain. Many woman looks
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Bond Election at Artesia.
any one, irrespective of the political
At the spring election Artesia will party to which he may lielnng, who
race issue in conprobably vote on the proposition of raises the
nection with anything else. Those
issuing bonds to the amount of
We proved to the people
000 to install a sewer system that will who are raising the cry now are has-m- i
the fact that
extend over the whole town and will in" their argument
of Santa Fe that we
at the last election no
reijuire about nine miles of pipe.
.
who was pitted against an
on the stale ticket was elected.
No Closed Season.
do what we promise.
Xow the next.. If then; is any gen- This is quite true. The inference
tleman throughout the sta.'e who has drawn, however, from ihe facts by
not taken a wallop at the New Mexi- these race agitators is t'aise.
can on the federal court proposition,
It is a well known tact that Sandothe season is still oiien. anil everybody val county is, under normal conditions,
is invited to walk up. Albuquerque a county that gives about (iim RepubJournal.
lican majority,
of all the votes in the
county, it is extremely doubtful if ion
f the Shoe Were on the Other Foot. are, or ever
were, e;ist, by Anglo
SLAYER
licrnalii'io county, under
l Americans,
Representative W. E. Rogers of
IS BEING TAKEN HOME.
submitted to an interview recent- normal conditions, casts a Republican
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
in which he expressed his opinion majority of l,aP and over: and more
ly
Moses N. Gatliff Bound for Mount Verthat it would b th part of wisdom did llan (io per cent of its voting popula-- j
.
non, Kentucky, to Stand
Here in
the legislature elect x Democrat aim Iilii is
Both.
Out
Cut
Trial.
to f
two Senatorial t'tse iwo counties we have, normally,
the
Republican
The
not
opis
has
said
he
governor
disa
At
of l.tiuo.
posed to boxing, but he draws the line seals. .Mr. Rogers is a Democrat. The theRepublican majority
Moses N. Gatliff,
election
slaylast
Sandoval
went
county
on
ballot
is
to
legislature
Republijoint
at prize fights. The best way
er of Robert Rigby, and for eight handle
the business is not to permit can. How he can expect, other than about ::.")() Democratic tind Bernalillo
years a fugitive from justice, is today either in public. These boxing con- two straight. Republicans being cho- went about .1 till the same way. Who
or the
speeding toward Mount Vernon, Ky., tests are of no avail unless all are sen is one of the two things he failed did it, the
If Sandoval county
where he goes to face trial on the willing to believe they are really to explain. Wonder whether the gencharge of murder. It is the frip which necessary as a means of defense tleman would argue as confidently alone had given its normal Republican
on
Gatliff has been nerving himself for against the rapacious.
To those op- were the legislature
Democratic'.' majority, every
ever since he left his home that fatal posed to prize fights their objections Then, the way the gentleman bandies the Republican ticket would have been
elected. There is absolutely no basis he of ihe groat legal learning con
evening when he shot and killed his are principally to the brutality ap- names, it would seem like a
in tact for the nice cry that some of vinced our congressman
that if Itis
neighbor in a quarrel.
parent and implied. Then the public
affair, at least with him. Ruck' our narrow-mindeact is a
citiand
the
then
act
enabling
bigoted
passes,
seem
realize
to
does
is
not
it
that
the
J.
With Sheriff Thomfls
Island Tribune.
Nicely and
zens are raising.
nullity and New Mexico will Ipso facDistrict Attorney S. D. Lewis of Rock- victim of a game and are pandering
But if the facts do not exist from to, slip back into her former territoricastle county, Gatliff hoarded last to low and vicious tendencies. Hock
New County Scheme.
which tile nice issue can be legiti- al condition?
The hitter would cerIsland
Tribune.
for
Limited
Kansas
night's Chicago
A determined effort is uj be made
be enough to scare poor Curry
it
is
raised?
raised,
mately
why
tainly
being
on
of
the first lap
the homeward
City
u'
pink, .lust consider t moment and see
v"..u,uup. That is the real question.
New Mexico .Murder Record.
journey. Gatliff easily was the hapIt. is reported on excellent,
oi toe
if it is not so. Walters says that, the
"''"
Democrat attempted to V'uul'
The
State
authority
man
in
and
before
the
party,
just
piest
moMiig io tne that the Honorable Felix .Martinez de- act. admitting Xew .Mexico and the acifg.uiue
he climbed aboard the train he repeat- keep up with the murder record of the!",r"
not. passage of an act providing for the sires to go to the I'nited States Sen- ceptance of il by the people constitute
ed: "I feel better than I have for state for a month or so, but. could The!
OI
new ',""'-ate from Xew Mexico. It is also said a contract; that the enabling act proThe
continue.
same
objections
years, for I am no longer a fugitive murders can
k"own as Sumner cgttnty. with the that many of our prominent Democrats vides hat Ihe federal court shall lie
be
charged
mostly
and am going to have this terrible load
town
of Kolt Sumner as the county favor his
candidacy. They have noth- held at Santa Fe; that if one provision
against the dives of the state, and the Pe;lt- The
lifted off my mind. Then, too, I'll soon bit,
n
n
territory to be embraced ing to lose and everything to gain, so of a contract is broken the entire connrfi tk .,mi
see my dear, old
,1ns proposed new county would bo why shouldn't
mother,.
of
It
they. They are even tract fails, llorresco referees!
h(j spek Ron)e
whom have not seen or ever heard
Principally from. sou. hern
probably willing, nay, anxious, to sup follows absolutely
bad drink8 upon
un,oadI
and irresistahly
the,r
these long, weary years that I j
and
(ial,1l)e
iorthern
Chaves
counties, ply a few votes and some sinews of: ,;,
,e These mamlfactlirer, secure
Curry's federal court bill be
have been wandering
a small strip from both war.
around the fixtllres for saloons
oi tne otners wno are ap- comes law a
)av the iiCenselwi,h Ixibly
provision of the Walters
country, fearful every day lest I(taX) an(1 s.et mon un iu business and Roosevelt and Lincoln counties. Fort parently being drawn into the move- contract is broken and that the entire
bo recognized and arrested."
see' to it that thev sell their '"'stuff. s,lnim'1' located in the fertile Pecos ment are being used for the benefit contract
falls to the ground and this
"win. '
'".
largejf,r Martinez and his Democratic col- - fair land of Santa Fe and the incidenYesterday afternoon, after Gatliff They are not particular about the i!
is
district
the
logic-j
"gated tanning
had prepared himself for his trip, get-- character of the men so assisted, and
leagues, h js notorious that the Dela tal rest of Xew Mexico lapses inio tere lul lmj ul""
" ""n
locrats are saying to each other that ritorial degeneracy again where, as
ting shaved, a hair cut, bath and don-- I the result is the dive. Albuquerque
u
.uio i renx is tiie onlv
""""
in Paul has previously said, we were not
ft1"!"11"" noun-Mnine new clothes, he was taken from State Democrat.
because it is tributary to and the
.Mexico who would make a cred-- !
the city jail where he had been for
responsible for what we did and could
ognized trading point of Ihe richest ylUMp rnited States Senator.
There is a Reason.
eight days, by Sheriff Nicely and
make laws in a bar room if we wanted
and
most
to1
section
highly
Ve do not want Martinez to get
ofj
Judge Lewis, and with Chief of Police j Deming is spending ten thousand the proposed new developed
because we wore not responsible
The
county.
Fortth(- senate on anv issue. His record to,
How
McMillin and a Morning Journal rep- - dollars a year in advertising.
Sumner Commercial Club has received jj,, tnis ,.ountv is s,m t()n maiaddrous. t; oarselves or any one else. Can you
afford
Here
is
it?
something
resentative, and the party went to the jcm they
assurances from many men over the,,,- 1h,re is a ,1V0)P1.Iv Cflli1K(, Sl,all.i heat it?
help to explain it. T. F.
Sturges hotel, where the officers were th;lt
state of their hearty support and co- After careful investigation and thorin the Republican party!
of
Hurley owns 161) acres of
stopping. There for an hour or more Coryell
to
oiteration.
j WU) wants t0 go to the Senate
we are ough cogitation we are inclined
Gatliff and Nicelv and .Tudee Lewis ,iind near Deming. A few years ago
in favor of him, provided there is no think that Paul's theory .of contracts
he
was
an
offered
for
acre
it.
$2
back in Kentucky,
talked of
Medical Bill.
correct for
'other Sin
'
'
'n "- - . is, though novel, quit
"
and there Gatliff detailed the killing Since Deming has advertised he has
A Tlill is hein? nrenared
under the equipped. If there is a
on responsihis
that
Paul;
reasoning
been
an
Mr.
offered
acre.
$30
Coryell,
properly
and the story of his eight years' wand-erin- as
the owner of one quarter section, direction of the State Medical Society equipped
in the Re- - bility, is "mlnentiy logical for Paul;
in minute detail. The officers
he
to
to
next
the
presented
meeting
benefits to the extent of $7,680 or alpublican party who wants to go to the and, in fact, that he has done much
did not treat their man like a prison-- '
of the state legislature asking, among
better in both instant es than could
most
cost
a
adverof
whole
the
Senate, we are in favor of him,
year's
er, but like a friend. He was not hand- have been expected from Paul.
Other owners of land have other things, for the appointment of
is no other
there
tising.
cuffed or even watched. He followed benefited
a state medical board to be composed Can Who is belter fwmiimprl Tn clinrl
Without desiring to enter the lists
'
similarly and the business
as
and
was Just
his captors around
wants to see )he twn best and opiwse ourselves to Paul on a
nen are likewise gainers though their cf seven members. This hoard,
0inic
courteous and grateful as a man could
profits are more difficult to estimate. ecraing to tne terms ot tne proposed - ei1,imjed Republicans in Xew Mexico question of contract law we would
is to be appointed by the govern- (.,,osen as
be. When the party went to a local The more
spcMfuIiy refer toe erudite and logi-oStates SlJIla,ors
thought the matter is given
and the seven members are to he- th(,y
curio store to look at Indian blankets, the smaller the ten thousand dollars
cal editor of the Xew Mexican to :i
bo1h s0.called Spanish-meri-)ire
selected from a list of physicians who!(...ng n.
Gatliff went along and took as much looks. Silver City Independent.
bo(h S().(..llle(i
ngo.Anieri. Statutes at Large, Chap. 2'S1. Section
have been residents of the state
interest in the bargaining as did the
A Dead Town.
it is ., the snme t0 ns We dJU) p. lnss, which reads as fellows:
for!t1S)
sheriff and
district attorney, who
The Texico Trumpet has been trans- not less than five years and whose jm)t wa, to see ., Dernocrat go. and, "A special term of any district court
were the purchasers. While at the ferred to the Farwell Tribune and the names shall he tendered the governor ..,.... ... ..,
dis1...B tn
Illav hp hplH , ,
ll;.(, l,P-e
curio store, Gatliff remarked to the editor of the latter, Mr. 13. F. Fears, by the State Medical Association. The er even the possibility of Don Felix any regular term is held, or at such
u,..u ,.,,
j
newspaper man, "I am sure glad tney will conduct the consolidation.
evpv taring one of Ihe to-- ; other place in the district as the na
is really a part of Texico, only the granting of licenses to physicians;
didn't put handcuffs on me. I worture of the business may require, and
ried last night in the jail after they the state line separating the two, and to practice within the state, and these
Let us forget the race question. It; at. such time and upon such notice as
left me, for fear when they started jit is fondly hoped that with but one permits are to be granted only after is being raised by designing Demo-- j may be ordered by the district judge.
the applicants have passed satisfac-- j
back with me today they would hand- paper in the field there will be
Any business may be transacted at
an examination to be conducted!
fools. Let, us be men and American such special term which might be
enough to support it. The Trum-- ! torily
cuff and shackle me and I dreaded this
board.
the
because of the curiosity;
citizens, anu elect the two best Re-- i transacted at a regular term."
it would pet in its last issue says frankly that byThe bill also
provides for represen-tttio- publican Senators we can find. Las
In conclusion:
have made me the object of curiosity." the consolidation is caused by the
We remark that Mr.
of all schools of medicine on
and indifference of the people,
Vegas Optic.
Walters has raised another tempest
During their stay in the city yester- apathy
board.
mem
the
seven
the
Three
of
which made the home paper a losing
in a teapot
both the tempest and the
day the Mount Vernon officers were
bers shall be physicians of the old
The Black Eagle Lectures on Law.
proposition. This may readily be
just, his size. The I'nitteapot
being
by
line
chaperoned about Albuquerque
and
the
schools,
homeopaths,
as for many years it has been
"X. Salmon, the Santa Fe merchant, ed States district judge can hold
Chief McMillin and they were high in conducted
eclectics and osteopaths
shall each
by clean and able men,
Curry terms of his court wherever
today informed Congressman
he
When who would be a
their praise of this officer.
credit to any town have one representative while the that Santa Fe does not look upon his
Chief McMillin bid them good-bye- ,
and a valuable asset in building up seventh member of the board is to be efforts to have the federal court meet pieases, notwithstanding the potent
fact that Mr. Walters thim;s Santa Fe
Gatliff shook the chief's hand aid any section. The move is
selected by the governor frotn any
in Xew Mexico, with is the whole show and the
only town
thanked him several times for his ex- as showing how far a town interesting school of medicine that he may seel at various points
may prog
will in the state worth
Las
considering.
treme kindness to him while in the ress backward, and wipes out all fit, it being provided, however, that any too great favor and the matter
be held in abeyance until CongressVegas Optic.
city jail a prisoner, and for his consid- vonder as to why there should be a all seven be of the nine to be rec-- i man
Curry comes to Santa Fe next
as eligible for member-- ;
erate treatment.
general moving of houses to Clovis. ommended
month to consult with Santa Fe peo- - ENTIRE NORWEGIAN CABINET
on
Med
after-neothe
hoard
the
State
by
Lewis
said
ship
no
It is
Judge
yesterday
remarkable thing. If the
.viextcan news item.
HANDS IN RESIGNATION.
that immediately after Gatliff people have not public spirit enough ical Society. The bill is being pre- it! Dag gum it! Wei
knew
We
members'
19
of
a
committee
by
reached home, his attorneys would sue to support the home newspaper, their pared
knew it! The merchant prince of (By Special T.easert vvire to New Mexican)
out a writ of habeas corpus, permitting one best friend, it is a natural se
Sani-Christiana. Norway, Feb. It!. The
Fe has spoken and Curry has
his release on bond. He will be able quence that they have not the abilitj The Senatorial Situation and the Race
backed water. Or has Curry decided entire Norwegian cabinet resigned toQuestion.
to give bond, too, said the judge, for to build up a sure enough town, though
the family is well connected and Gat- - surrounded by the very best agricul-lif- f We have hut little sympathy with to lie down because Editor Walters, day.
has many influential friends who tnral country on the border and with
believe he was justified in killing Rig-- abundant resources for a live and
by. Thus he will be permitted to re- - thriving little city. If this is the kind
turn home to
mother who he de- - of Public spirit Texico has, the sooner
OUR SPRING AND SUM- clared he wouldhis live
for if he is set the remaining live ones move their
store rooms and residences to Clovis
now open free at his trial.
MER LINES
or any other old place, leaving the
to tneir dry rot, the
Home, a Thanskgiving story, at the
for
better. A town which has no more
Elks' tonight.
Cottoletie is vegetable product without an ounce of hog fat
sense really does not deserve to live.
if
do
you
in it. It is made from the choicest cotton oil, extracted from the
Roswell Register Tribune.
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fore the arrival of our
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Chance to Save
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Bring us the sample
of any $35 or $40
suit and we will du-
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WOMEN'S SHOES
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plicate it for $25.
No fake. You do
not run any chance
in the fit. We guar-
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$3.50, $1.00 and $1.50
All kinds of
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ton or lace. All sizes.
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MEN'S SHOES
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all sizes,
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seed picked on the fields of the Sunny South. It is a product of
Nature, and makes wholesome, digestible, healthful food.

The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa TEMPLE ALBERT, ALBUQUERQUE,
HAS BEEN REMODELED.
Fe Citizens.

Don't mistake the cause of back- One of the Most Striking and Attractive Structures in the Duke
ache.
To be cured you must know the
City.
oi reinoueiiiig lempie ai- "c
cause.
house of worship at
It is wrong to Imagine reliet is ;l'ert. the Jewish
tne corner- - of Gold avenue and
cure. '
Seventh street, has been well nigh
AND HOW WE DO IT. Backache Is kidney ache.
completed and the improvement
in
You must cure the kidneys.
A' Santa Fe resident tells you how. tne edifice is most striking, making it
consideraWe
M. Baca, Cerrillost St.,icne of the most attractive and up to
Tjhomas
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "My faith Jate buildings of the kind in this see-ITne interior has been newly
Pills is Just astionDoan's Kidney
in
GIVE strong today' as when I publicly tinted in a buff color, the woodwork
ben dne over to a large extent
recommended them In 1902. I was!1-5US THE OPPORTUNITY caused much suffering by backaches and other adornment effected, while
for three years and though I never! ,ne outside presents an entirely dif- TO SHOW YOU.
laid off from work, my back was so ferent appearance, the entire exterior
painful that It was all I could do to being covered with a pebble dash Un
set around. Doan's Kidney Pills en- - lsn instead of the red brick. Perhaps
tirely relieved me and I had no return tQ improvement which will be most
attack of the trouble for six months, appreciated by the members of the
At that time my work brough on a congregation is the changing of the
recurrence of the complaint. I at entrance arrangement. Formerly two
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and stairways ran down from the main
gave me relief. A medicine that trance one on each side of the build-live- s
The new stairway rises directly
up to the claims made for It'iSlike Doau's Kidney Pills do, deserves! fl om the street pavement to the front
doors. The renovation and refinishing
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers
Price 50 is complete, inside and out, and the
Fosten-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo, Temple is now practically a new
York, sole agents for the United fee. It will be ready for use again
in a short time, the Improvements
States.
Remember the name Doan's and representing a cost of several thou- sands of dollars.
Xt D00r tO First National Bank Bldg. take no other.

e,

1

;

j

ask your
tion. We are the only
tailors
the city.

is made in a cleanly manner;front Cottonfield to Kitchen
human hands never touch the oil from which Cottolene is made. It
is the one high-gradabsolutely pure and perfect
cooking fat and far preferable from a health and
economic standpoint to butter, lard or any other fat.
Cottolene is more economical than butter or lard
Cotiolene
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ratify the choice. That ought not to
take longer than thirty minutes after
the gavel falis on the first day's sesIt behooves the Republicans of
sion.
the New Mexico legislature, therefore.
to lose no time in sending two Sento offset the
ators to Washington
two Democrats

from
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May This Noquick decision is to call a Republican
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
vember Decide Presidency
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, lis month., by mall... J3.B0 caucus which would do for the legisdid
for
what
the
direct
25
lature
primary
IN NEW MEXICO.
Dally, per week, fcy carrier
of the Nation.
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Otherwise,
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,
rer
....
and
year
per
there may be delay, trouble
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Sally, per year, by mall
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which
an alternative
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
perienced,
would be detrimental, not only to New
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Mexico, but to the entire Republican
domestic, and. fpreign exchange and makes, .telegraphic
With
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;
The
United
to
It
New
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Mexico.
new
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la
oldest
the
The New Mexican is
spaper
party and to the nation.
of money to all parts of the civilized world on-a- s
transfers
a large and growing circulation
and
has
Maintain
a
in
to
tie
Territory,
poBtotfice
Germany,
Try
as are given by any
The signs are multiplying that the
.terms
liberal
among; tie intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest.
Status Quo.
Republican party is getting closer
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conand closer
together and that the
16.
Feb.
D.
During
C,
Washington,
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
Democratic factions are splitting farConThe climax a political year, especially when
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
ther and farther apart.
Roose- - gress is in session at the same time,
will come when
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistmoment
in Bridget Yis, mum, an" Oi madeth
there's hardly a dull
I
THE INDIAN FORESTS.
A GREAT VICTORY.
jvelt comes out unequivocally, as he Washington.
someone isn't hicken broth.
with sound banking.
When
ent
The Indians of the Southwest are doubtlessly will, for the
The Standard Oil Company yester-- i
Mistress What did you do with it?
launching a Presidential boom, someof
acres
Taft.
of
million
President
from
to
have
several
rate
dividend
Cay reduced its
OFFICERS.
one else is squelching one, killing or
Bridget Shure an' Oi fed it to the
nrecedents. That is the onlylber land returned to them that owing
mum.
as the case may be.
chickens,
one,
smothering
R.
MarPresident.
Fort
J. B. READ. Cashier.
on
PALEN,
J.
the
Roosevelt
lots
Five
years ago
tangible fruit that the trust busters 'to a mistake of
Being the Center of national politicF. 1MANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
have thus far gained from smashing in issuing an executive proclamation r.y reservation on Grant avenue were al activity, Washington gets all the
WORKING TO PURIFY
pieces. Coal two days before he retired frcm the sold for $7.50 a front foot. Valuation rumors that may be flying about the
the trust into thirty-threoil and gasoline have gone up in White House have been wrongfully on similar lots on the reservation is country.
It's immaterial that most
to $43 a front foot and is
price, many men have lost their jobs administered by the forest service. now $40
cf these rumors are not true; they
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
similar
to
proin
between
advance
as
be
for
very likely
regretted
and now the dividend is reduced to This is to
seive as news while they are hot, and
folders of stock, in many cases es- the forest and the Indian service, portion the next five years as it before they have been thoroughly diIt is
tates, widows and orphans. No won- timber lands are in much better cus- has in the past
or
gested in all of their beneficial
tody with the former. That the for- only one of the signs that Santa Fe is
der Frank Leslie's says today:
are re
sinister
they
potentialities,
forward.
service
prois
timber
bustnot
est
moving
tying up
"Have those who thought the
placed by a fresh output.
ing of trusts meant lower prices no- duction is patent from the fact that
Fearing, perhaps, that there would
a stand
ticed that neither in the oil nor tobac there are for sale at pre-ebe enough material for the politic
MARKET REPORT alnot forecasters
co cases were the decisions against of nine million M. feet of saw timber
to work on this year,
in
national
Arizona
Mexico
UniNew
and
in
the
the defending companies
there have been established, mainly
80
cent
over
is
of
which
per
ted States Supreme Court based upon forests
Closing Quotations.
in Washington, a largo number of pomoney lineal
New York, Feb. 16. Call
cny proof or statement that they had western yellow pine; the rest com
news bureaus, and these are
;
Silver
increased the price of the commodity paratively small scattered stands of
Prime paper
the newspaper correspondIn the case of the engelmann spruce, douglas
fir, and 58
Mexicaai dollars 47; Copper ents, as well as the editors
to the consumer?
throughLead
The
rate
at
fir.
white
Tin 42.7543.25;
stumpage
Standard Oil Company it is particularIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ? J
13.95G15.10;
cut the country,
with propaganda
631-S;
Amalgamated
ly true that not only has quality been present charged for this timber varies
about the candidates in whose inter
Great ests the bureaus are
Atchison
104;
improved to the highest degree ob- from $2.50 to $4 per M. feet, according Sugar 119:
supposed to be
New York Central v
tainable by science, but the price has, to accessibility. All the merchant Northern 129
-orking. Very often the candidates
at. the same time, been decidedlj able dead timber within the National 1101-2- ;
Northern Pacific 116
are the ones having the smallest real
156
Until the rise of the trusts, Forest is for sale, except where re Reading
lowered.
Southern Pacific interest in the game, but sometimes
Steel
Union Pacific 163
the general rule in the manufacturing quired to supply the local demand of 107
MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPANY
they serve as stalking horses for oth
Green timber may be pur- 59
Steel pfd. 108.
r,nd commercial world was that the settlers.
er interests and at the same time help
better the product the higher the chased when its removal will not inGrain arid Provisions.
to make "news" which is consumed in
SANTA FE, N. M
GENERAL AGENTS.
May
The Preacher Have you ever done
By means of its economies jure the streams, or reduce the timber
price.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 16. Wheat
piace of the real article and often
below
the
of
or
a
on large scale, its scientific supply
point
safety,
July 95
without being distinguished from it. anything to purify the homes of 70ur
Corn May 6S
July 67
management and its development of make a second growth doubtful. There
The Oleo People.
new products, the Standard Oil Com- is no limit but the capacity of the forIt looks as if the butter trust had The Workman Oh! yes, sir, often;
Oats May 5212; July 47
pany has actually been able to give a est to the quantity which may be sold.
its reasonable limit re- I'm a
Pork May 15.90.
superior product at a lower price. but the right is reserved to make al
when it, made its last raises in
cently
The dissolution
of this company, lotments in sales above $500 to pre
Lard May 9.071-2- .
the market quotations.
The makers
THE LESSER EVIL
should it mean any change in the vent monopoly.
Ribs May 8.65.
of oleomargarine promptly saw their
AND
Kansas City.
The sawtimber for sale is distribu
price of oil products, would necessar
opportunity and advanced arguments,
Kansas City, Feb. 16. Cattle Re- based largely on the price, why
ily mean an advance rather than a ted by forests as follows:
"oleo"
no southerns. should be used instead of
decline.
Arizona Apache, 1,1S4,000. $2.50; ceipts 500, including
butter. In
thou art a jewel Chiricahua, 1,114,000, $4; Coconino, Market steady. Native steers $5.40
"Inconsistency,
consequence there was a large
made of paste to dazzle the minority 3,130, $4; Coronado 62,000, $4.50; 8 25; southern steers $5(5 6.50; south
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
in the sale of the butter subnative stitute. Probably this was due to the
who would buy its railroad ticket in Crook, 300,000,
$3; Garces, 410,800, ern cows and heifers $3(55;
stock-er- s
New York for a trip to San Francisco $4.50; Prescott, 04,725, $4; Sitgreaves, cows and heifers $2.90(56-30demand by hotel and boarding house
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms,
and eeders $4(ff6.60; bulls $3.50
and insist that the conductor leaving 1.275,000, $2.50; Tonto, 384,000, $2.50.
The public at large is not
keepers.
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
New York take its ticket and leave
New Mexico Alamo, 702,244, $3; 5.25: calves $4(5" 7.50; western steers yet so accustomed to the use of the
it free from further thought or trouble Carson, 582,200, $3; Datil, 550,000, $5(fT7.25; western cows $3(55.25.
artificial or imitation butter as to buy
Market it knowingly,
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Receipts 4,500.
thereof, even insist that it ride across !2.o0 to $3.j0; Gila,
Hogs
Large Sample Rooms.
3,282,392,
$3;
although it may be quite
the continent without changing cars; Jemez, 1,200,000, $3; Lincoln 102,998, steady. Bulk of sales $3.S56.30; wholesome.
would
Many
persons
and yet all the while it decries the $3; Manzano, 57,000, $3.50; Pecos, heavy $6.15(56.25; packers and butch- probably be
surprised to learn that
ers $66.25; lights $5.75(56.10; pigs they have been
combination, understandings or agree- 200,000, $3; Zuni, 267,S00, $3.50.
eating eleomargerine
$4.50ig5.23.
ments between the dozen different
or "butterine," for years believing all
Market
1,000.
railroad companies over whose lines
Sheep
Receipts
the time that they were eating "creamDeath always hovers near. Yesterlambs
Muttons
$3.25(54.65;
strong.
the car must travel that are absolute- day a locomotive in Utah
...
ery butter."
dropped v, 2r,i r c
wethers and yearlings
arly necessary for the through-ca- r
Morse Well Again.
through the roof of a bank building
fed ewes $2.754.
rangement.
The many friends of Banker Morse,
and crushed to death two tailors who $.'.50'55.23;
Short Orders run Day & (Night. Regular Meals 25c.
Chicago,
also Convict Morse, will be very high
"Inconsistency damns the great de- were sleeping in an
shop.
adjoining
16.
Feb.
Cattle
Chicago,
Receipts ly pleased to learn that since his re- partment store because it hurts the Almost at the same hour, the
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Batbs. Electric Lights
palatial 2,000.
Market steady. Beeves $4.70 ioaell
m J l lOUU
little store around the . corner, and
nf
Atlanta
VII
hie
UUJ
Limited was wrecked
Pennsylvania
,
8.50: Texas steers $4.605.75; west-- h?atn haa Kn mnoh imnrnvaA
then it buys of the big store because by the
G. Ll'PE HERRERA, Prop
I always get under
222 San Francisco Street
::
::
tw ,y,a treeFirstwhenTramp
breaking of a piece of steel in
stockers and i rnnmr.,ti
, . .
its money goes further.
there's a thunder storm.
the truck of one of the steel cars, an em steers $4.S37;
A5'C-SSecond Tramp Ain't you afraid uv
"Inconsistency preaches 'patronize accident so unavoidable that it is a
ne,tersjMs doctors, who recently predicted
o.
.
6.o0;
home industry,' and practices sending wonder
bis
lightning?
tl.m
demise,
that
he
is
early
jo
almost
say
that it does not happen often-e- r Hogs
000
Market
r
I'm
but
orders to the great
Receipts
First.
houses
Well,
yes
Tramp
rec0vered.
The pardon ot
when one calculates the stress and
ccmpletely
i v
mixed iM. Mors. wa
more afraid uv water.
in distant cities.
..
nrnllvt
Good Food
strain endured by the truck of a steel slow, weak. Light $o.S0?6.20;
IIUUL
.u..su. Dhf
rij
heavy $5.906.30; rough
"Inconsistency demands one dozen car going sixty miles an Vmnr
in 15.90(36.25:
.
five-cediiik
5.90(g 6.05; pigS
f
v
lead pencils for fifty cents, hour
oiIVi.no
mnn-MEANS SOMETHING.
v,
w
before, two bank messengers sales
uj in uia lc QC0000O00000OO9OOO000O00O0
and preaches the doctrine that the were threatened
$6.056.20.
half, and to create favorable
sentiwith death by two
A good advertisement when
Market ment in otber.ways. It is intended
6,000.
small shipper forwarding one
Sheep Receipts,
Good Food, Good Cooking
bandits within the shadow of Trinity
read aloud should sound liko
of freight, is entitled to the same rate church and within
Strang to 10c higher. Native, $3.35
now to get President Taft to remove
of Wall
the
sound
a
salesman.
real
talking by good
;
as the large shipper who sends a
MEANS MORE.
yearlings, the remaining stigma against the
street, New York, and that in broad 4.S5; wesiern,
fain load.
lambs, native $4.40G.90:
$4.855.80;
and
SOOOOOOOCXJOOCOOGOOOOOOOOC
have
him
Tlhe same
to
restored
full
dayilight.
afternoon a
western, $4.756.90.
"Inconsistency getting $25 per week young woman on her
Good Food, Good Cooking, Good
privileges of citizenship.
way to
says incomes should be limited to meeting was struck and killed prayer
Collier and the Exposition.
Should Advertise.
by'
Government
a
some figure above $23 per week, but
The
Commencement
A GREAT DEAL.
MEANS
Few men who have ever come to
Programs
stray bullet that had been fired in a Xew
'
If the government, which has now
never to less than $23.
Mexican Printing Company have Washington to
drunken fight in a Philadelphia saloon.
a special cause gone into the banking business, wants
plead
126 Montezuma Ave.
CAPITAL DINING ROOM,
received the new samples of embossed
"Inconsistency is selfish; it ' tears ihus one can never feel safe
against and engraved commencement program have made a stronger impression on to make a success of its new enterdown the house of others because it the
!
those
with
whom
Under the McCLain Management.
grim destroyer. Death, the most
they came in contact prise. It ought to follow the example
has no home of its own."
certain and inevitable of all phenome- covers. The line is beautifully gotten than Colonel D. C. Collier, president of other banks and advertise in the
na, fortunately, occuniea hut a small up with the latest patterns and de- of the great San Diego Exposition,
newspapers, says the Burlington (la.)
EVEN OKLAHOMA AND COLOshare of the thoughts of the average signs. Samples will be mailed upon which is to be held in San Diego in Hawkeye. The national and state
one
interested. Make 1915. Colonel Collier
RADO.
individual, for human nature is so at request to any
knows more savings banks have found they can
Oklahoma and Colorado this week tuned that it is not the inevitable your selections early.
members of Congress than most men create new business by publicity; by
took their places in the Taft proces- that frightens it
to know after living in Washing- telling the people of various advan
nearly as much as
Are You a Selter7 ab. atrvertise-men- t get
sion. This fact should not be over- often do the things that never
ton ten years. Moreover, they like tages to be gained by patronizing
hap
in
classified
of
the
the
columns
looked by the
their banks. The postal savings banks
gentlemen pen.
New Mexican will put your real estate the big Westerner, and they are anx- have had the benefit of much prelimi
who have been rushing into third- ious
to
do
almost
he
ask
may
anything
term resolutions for the Sage of Oys
in the press, but
The Las Vegas Optic cites the New on 'he market effectively. It will put for the
Exposition. However, the colo- nary an.poancement
ter Bay.
is a new one, and
Mexican to a federal statute under the facts of your property befor thr nel! is
the
proposition
asking very little, as he knows
The Oklahoma and Colorado
in which federal court may be held at eyes of al: possible burets.
the unique, splendid show that will be many people do not yet understand it.
dorsements are particularly
Judicious newspaper advertising of
signifi- any place in the district at the dis
New Mexican
Want ads always given in San Diego will prove an ir the specialties of the postal savings
cant for the reason that friends of the cretion of the federal judge. This
resistible
to
attraction
Mird-terpeople all over
bring results. Try it.
would bring increased deposits
Colonel have maintained makes the proposed Curry law
entirely
the world. One thing alone, the great system
tnat he would sweep the West with unnecessary and futile, for despite
and popularize the new business. 'The
the
congress of aborigines will draw like government,
cyclonic fury and irresistibility.
through its financial
provision of the Enabling Act for the
a magnet, for all the world has always
Oklahoma is Western very West court's maintaining headquarters at
agents, utilized the press to float Its
lound something
ern. It is the home of Catch-'eirresistibly attrac- great bond issues. The same policy
When Three
alive Santa Fe. and the Curry bill should
tive in the American Indian.
u Company
applied to the postal savings system
Abernathy, the very head and front it become law, directing that sessions
With Colonel Collier there is no sub would bring similar desirable returns.
of Rooseveltism in all its alfalfian f.f court be held at
Albuquerque, Las
ject so full of poetry, romance and in
giory, Oklahoma is also the home of Vegas, Las Cruces and Roswell, the
terest as San Diego. John Barrett, dirDennis Flynn, a very conservative Re federal judge may decide that the expublican, who was probably present igencies of the occasion require that
To " make good," requires a ector of the Pan American Union, tells
As an entertainer, the Edison Phonograph is
this on Collier:
when Taft was indorsed.
the court sit at Tesuque or at
man's
unhampered ability.
At a gathering one day those presColorado is also Western. It lies
Hot Springs or some other rea wonderful
brings the talent of the
Makes Men s Fine
were required to tell a story or in
just south of Cheyenne, the seat of sort instead, that is, providing that
Frequently, headaches and ent
the home and places
some
the Wild West, the place of frontier the interpretation placed on the stat- other
world's greatest artists
way help to entertain the Dress Shoes
annoying ills, brought party. other
When they came to Colonel
day celebrations, where everv cowbov ute as an argument against Santa Fe's
of Collitr, who
"Wtas.D.eriffitliStw Cofr
it at the disposal of whoever cares to listen. The
Wwra
jumps from his cayuse with a leather- - efforts to retain the federal court, is on by the habitual use
by the way is really a polMAHUFACTORERS
JSHOt
and
make
coffee
it
correct.
for
lunged yell
tea,
quite isnett raconteur, he ermarked: I don't
Teddy.
Yet, Colorado, in its sober senses,
for a man to think think, for the moment, of any new
impossible
that I can tell you, but," and his
booster in the Albuikwi a mustang or lariat in A state-wid- e
and do his best work. story
sight, indorsed Taft by an overwhelm querque Morning Journal seeks
eyes brightened as u he had had an
to clearly
ing vote.
convey the impression that the New
inspiration, "if you wish, I would like
Mexican is opposed to another federal
to say a few words about San Diego.'
has every improvemenParid' advantage which the genius of
The women voters of Colorado, Cali- district for New Mexico.
As the President of tht San Diego Ex
The New
Thomas A. Edison has been able to suggest. Put one in your
fornia and other equal suffrage states Mexican is ready to shout for any
position had been talking about little
measure
would
that
New
Mexico
may this November decide the Presihome. Your whole family will welcome; the new songs, the good
give
made' of clean hard wheat else than San Diego, it might be supThis presents the thought a second; federal judge and a second
dency.
was
he
that
hooted
down.
posed
On
food-drinstories and the bright' music. There is an Edison Phonograph
is really a
and, rne
that the women of New Mexico are as federal district, but it is opposed to a
called
everyone
out,
contrary
at a price to suit every purse. 'There are new records of all the
used regularly in place of "good, tell us some more."
good, as intelligent, as progressive as peripathetic federal court that wanKVKNV PAIR HAS THIt
new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
the women of any other state and ders about the state at random. The coffee or tea which contain
Commerce Court.
Dur $4 Shoe Equals Any
Dthcr $5 Shoe Made
wny should not they too, like their district court system is cumbersome
Commerce
The
Court
and explain this greatest of all home entertainers. "
been
has
ap
has helped
eisters in neighboring states be given enough but a federal court sitting at the drug caffeine,
to by the railroads to reverse
pealed
Sei9ure Griffith's
Edison PhonoKraphs.$lS.OOto
$200. EriisrniStandard Records.3Se. Edison Ambcrol
the privilege of voting for presiden five different places each year, having thousands of people in every the Interstate Commerce Commission
Records (play twice as long), 50c Edison Grand Opera Records, 76c to $2.00.
THEM
WKJVA3RAFT
tial electors, especially since they five different sets of records and that walk of life, by removing the
'
C. L. GRANT,1
now have the right to vote at school would never be at any place long
FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
on
Continued
natural
to
Five.)
Page
ability.
elections? In some ways, a school enough to get settled, would be worse. handicap
San Francisco St., over KjtuneSOre
director is just as important an offi- Whenever the business warrants it,
to
Postum
fon
The
change
there
should be a second federal distcial to a community as is the PresiCATARRH of
dent of the United States. Give the rict and a second federal judge and say, 10 days, may point the
the
clerk.
ladies the square deal.
for
you.
BLADDER Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up. Let Him Know It n yon are ut of f Have you Furrilnhecnooms to Re-itway
and all
a position, you must let the employer
A little campaign Want advertising
The Arizona legislature is to meet
The Roswell Daily Record publishCall and see my line before
know it. A want advertisement in the te the New Mexican will keep the
Discharges in
ed in a Prohibition town, tells of a on or about March 15, a few days afNew Mexican will reach every bust
making your purchase:
asfrom yourffurnished rooms from
24H0URS;
"young man "arrested by one of the ter the New Mexico legislative
Kach cajpimle bean the
and professional man In the city
neci
The
sembly.
of
Arizona
people
have
city policemen while badly intoxi
The oia8lfled columns are
lapsing.
the
la
a
and
and county
great many
Bewa&of W1DY
cated."
Whether it was the youne relieved the legislature of the trouble Postum Cereal Company, Ltd.,
tal- llways looked Up closely and It Will
nave
if
any
you
special
territory,
counterfeits.
of
two
man or the policeman who was intoxl.
United States Sen
choosing
fVM hf alLArawrrlif
Battle Creek, Mich.
jay you well toj uee them.
204 West Palace. Avew
.
ent, do not hid It under a battel.
ators, and the legislators will merely
csted is for the reader to. euess.
Secoad. Class Matt er
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UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

t

tctahfiQhpd

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
i?
H. F.

'

185i

t

Incnrnorated 1903:

CTDirTI V MEW
DRAPERY GOODS
-- IN-

I

ART DENIMS, SCRIMS,

i

PLAIN OR FANCY
COLORED BURLAPS.

S

;

ot New York City, spent ytsterday in
the Capital and departed for the Val-- i
ley Ranch this morning,
Ranch this morning. V
Alvan N. White, superintendent of
public instruction, and Mrs. White
j.took possession of the new I. Sparks
residence yesterday.
W. F. Reed, a real estate man of Al- buquerque, interested in the Seven
Lakes Oil field, arrived in the city last
night and registered at the Palace.
Aldo Leopold, assistant supervisor
of the Pecos National
Forest, with
headquarters at Tres Piedras, is a vis- '
itor in the city and a guest at the
Montezuma.
W. J. McClure, a capitalist of Phila-- I
delphia, left the city yesterday after- noon for the Thomas ranch near La
fiajada hill. Mr. McClure is here
with a view of investing in land.
Mr. and Mrs. George Childs of
have taken up their residence in

Rugs,

Carpets,
Art Squares.
I Couch Covers

Portiers

Linoleums.

j

5ELI6NNI BROS.
n f o

COMPANY,

tin

Phone 36

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO. OINTMENT fails to cure any
or
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c--

'

BUENA VISTA LOMA

'

Manicuring,

ADDITION
NOW 6PEN.

"

Chiropody,

SURETY

BONDS,

See us

at

Great Values

Dandruff, fading hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
All
yfpeipl lines, absolutely removed.
kinds of hair work done,
j
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
343 San Francisco St.
Phone 5075

j

il

ESTATE

REAL

f:

no

Phone, Red 189!

Treatment.

j

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

Massaging,

Vacuum

.;'

SPECIAL PRICE to any one desiring to build.
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.

ft
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,8

WAISTS, Ladies'
and Misses' Suits and Coats.

I

jj KAUNE

8

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

The Supreme Luxury

IN LADIES' SILK

I

of Coffee Drinking

" chase &

sanborn's
seal brand
PURE
HIGH-GRAD-

RPIIARIRI

ALWAYS

YOU

WANT
JT

SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED
ReHabfc.ewe.er

L

11

1

1

CHINA.'WATCHES, CLOCKS

H. CYONTZ,

SSSr"'

A

A

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

-

v

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

-

-
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THIS REJIVINATING DAY

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Sanborn's

you see both sexes "done
over." Among the "Gent- of us you see the new
sex
ler"
and
satins
silks; new gowns
and jealous frowns; new hats

loundings, by Miss Bessie Wisdom,1
principal of Cerrillos schools.
Vhe Curse of Study and its Advantages, by Miss Elizabeth Wells, assistant in Cerrillos schools.
Absence, Tardiness and
Truancy,
How Treated, by Miguel C. Jaramillo,
leather in Chimayo schools.
The Mission of the County Institute, by Miss McGibbon, of the Santa
Fe high school.
of Parents, How Secured, by Miss Antonia Silva, of the
(i;.listeo schools.
The Importance of Reading Circle,
by Miss Edith Hickox, principal Madrid schools.
How to (let the Most Good Out or.
Institutes, by Miss Lorenzita Romero,
ot the Agua Fria schools.
My Experience as Teacher in the
Rira Schools, by Manuel N. Lujan,
teacher in San Ildefonso schools.
The Value of a Written Program, by
Miss Lillie Hammer, teacher in the
Stanley schools.
Discipline, How I Secured il in My
School, by Miss Willie Comer, assistant in Madrid schools.
What I Have Done to Improve Con-- '
ditioiis in My District, by Miss Louise
Dookweiler of Rio Tesuque schools,
vile. Educational Outlook for tne
New State, talk by Prof. Rupert As-- j
plund, department of education.

&KYj";V;: 1.-Y;:;U

'vvo
:;x;

what's the
use, you know the idea new
finery and feathers wherever
and new

rats-b- ut

manKinu gamer;.

K

Teas

CATALOGUE

No.

105a,

$c

FOR

Ota

a

GO.

Where. Prices are Lowest

for Safe Quality.

c&ihc
.i;4Vrw.'ite-lr.
i

Vc-.t- cm
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Hi
---

Flaxons, Fancy Whites and in Colors,
Silk Mulls in a Beautiful Assortment of Colors,
Batistes, Beautiful New Designs
Silk Marquisettes, Latest Shades
Foulards in Silk Finish, Many New Shades,

.

35c. to 50c
50c.
.

Per

Yard

.

15c.

50c.

20c

"

60c.
Kimona Silks, Full Yard Wide
$1.25
Silk Messalines, Finished Both Sides
75c.
Princess Corded Silks
30c.
Katona Silks, New Materials and Colors
30c.
Charmion Silks, Just What You Have Been Expecting, . .
15c. to 25c.
New Shades and Colors in Ginghams,
15c.
Percales in All the New Colors
15c. to 60c.
Linens in All the Staple Grades and Colors, . . .

"

"

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
FOR HONEST PRICES

For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

FINE, NEW BRICK
DWELLING OF FIVE
lo- ROOMS.
evcated and modern in

A

FOR SALE

THIS IS ONE OF THE FINEST HOMES IN
ery particular.
SANTA FE and is going at A BARGAIN if taken at once
$1800 00 CASH will handle this, with long time on balance.

JOSEPH

B. HAYWA1RD,

Room 8, Capital City Bank

I

MANAGER,

BuildingSanta

Fe, N. M.

Big Closing Out Sale
OF- -

LADIES' SUITS, CAPES and COATS
S

For

3 Days

ADOLF

Onlv

-

SELIGMAN

Prices Slaughtered
DRY

GOODS

GO.
c

S

I White Enamel Bed Room Furniture
Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
AKERS-WAGNE-

YOU

CAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

WILL

BE

ON REQUEST.

PLEASE MENTION CATALOGUE No.

Mftlf Avttttx. 34t!f anil 35tlj

trots.

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

105A.

5fom

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

ork.

Phone. Black 204.

::::

415'Palace Avenue.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
THE CVB;. Our display rooms are
are
where
it. It saves
it
pay for, by
your light bill and
having

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT

V

are the best the
market affords. The critical N'e Sprint: Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
buyer that is making ready for the Easter Day will be more
than " delighted " with the display of our store this week.
You will h old your breath when you see the new goods all
in Easter array. We cannot afford to misrepresent, but we
have no hesitancy in saying you never saw a more beautiful
"
display in this city. Our motto, Honest Prices," are marked
We
KNOW, piece for piece, and new goods
in every piece.
for new goods, you cannot beat the price.

SAVES
open for your
on
you
right
using
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea thai these lamns are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the niximvim light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You

f- --j

V

!

Urn

j0X"

u

!

(

GOODS

i

ORDERS FOR WOMEN'S AND MISSES' TAILOR-MADSUITS AND GOWNS GIVEN ESPECIAL ATTENTION.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

KOW

SPRING AND

SUMMER IS NOW READY AND
MAILED

-

j

This week's display oirew
MHVFI TV
PIFCF.
mcv

THE

E

S. KAUNE

hv'.r.'i

ON

125 Palace Avenue

IL Aitman

it

i

Milliner

THE SWELLEST FURNITURE

It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.

H.

PAGE F1VE

.

aster.' AdhJ

s

the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.

&

'

-.

--

MRS. LINDHART

blos.
Charles Cross tirade cown from
Santa Fe Monday to spend some time
on his claim. Mr. Cross is very enthusiastic over his prospects in Taos
county. John M Udell, a Kansas farmer and stockman, accompanied Mr.
Cross and is looking around for a location. Mr. Mitchell says the Estan-civalley comes nearer what he has
been looking for than anything else PRESIDENT OF STRING
seen so far. Moriarty Messenger.
OF BANKS ARRESTED.
Perfecto Gallegos, road supervisor
w Mxlcanl
Tflre to
at San Ildefonso, northern Santa Fe (By Special
Houston, Texas, Feb. lfi. Edward
county, was in town today buying
at
Jj. Brown, who conducted banks
books.
Paige, Elkhart and Ellinger. and who
in bankTOWN HALL AND PLAY GROUNDS. recently became involved
ruptcy here, is under arrest. The
specific charge against him is that as
(Continued From Page One.)
president of the Paige State bank, he'
ta Fe which will ho- presented to substituted questionable paper for
j
the first state legislature for approv-- i $111,000 in good securities.
Crooks Started Run.
a'. This is a very important mattcrj
and a work that should receive care-- J llendet said he had ample funds to
fv.! attention.
The committees au-- i meet all demands and is at a loss to
thorized will be appointed at an early explain the run. One theory is that
date. A charity board authorized! yesterday's taxicab robbery, in which
some time ago will also be appointed. $25,000 of a bank's funds were stolen,
restmade the east side depositors
The mayor was authorized to
for $3 for the payment of less. The police believe that crooks
the filing of papers in the suit of circulated false rumors in order to
Mrs. Joseph Hersch versus City of! pick pockets while depositors were in
Santa Fe, also a warrant for a like! line.
amount to pay for the filing of the
suit, of City of Santa Fe versus Mrs. WOMAN FOR SUPREME BENCH.
Joseph Hersch. Upon motion of Coun(Continued From Page Four.)
cilman Gable, the council allowed $50
for the payment in full of the fee of
the city's counsel in the suit of Mrs. in the matter of the lumber rates from
Joseph Hersch versus City of Santa Oregon to San Francisco, and in the
matter of the one dollar "blanket rate"
Fe.
The council directed the city attor- case on lemons. The lumber men
ney to bring suit against a number and the lemon growers thought they
ot property owners for street paving had won signal victories, but it seems
assessments if not paid by April 1. that they are only deeper in the
Two ordinances were introduced by meshes of the law. However, the peoCouncilman Gable. The first was an ple still feel that they are safe in ap
amendment to the liquor license ordi pealing to the Interstate Commerce
nance defining a retail liquor dealer Commission for justice.
as one who sold liquor in quantities
Hands Off in China.
of five gallons or less, or less than a
The United States and Germany
case or package of a dozen bottles.
The second ordinance fixed assess seem to have united in demanding a
ments on certain properties abutting "hands off" policy in China. This
on Don Gaspar avenue for the build- would seem to be only just. Perhaps
ing of sidewalks by the city, the prop- the great powers will find it much easerty owners having failed to construct ier in the future to annex helpless
countries under the pretext of extendthe walks after being ordered.
ing a "protectorate." Certainly, the
PROGRAM
FOR SANTA FE
United States does not wish to annex
COUNTY TEACHERS' MEETING. any more territory, simply for the purpose of extending its possessions.
Convention Will Be Held in This City
Woman for Supreme Bench.
Day After Washington's
The change that is coming over the
Birthday.
country is illustrated in a rather markThe following program has been de- ed degree when the suggestion can be
cided upon to be rendered at the regu- made seriously that a woman be
lar Santa Fe county teachers' meeting named for the supreme bench, without
which will take place at the Santa Pe causing anyone to smile. The successnext
hi;?h school,
Friday,
February 23, ful candidate for the Presidency
who
one
doubt
be
will
without
year
m.
1:30
at
191?, beginning
p.
sharp.
voter.
Improvement of School and Sur- - makes an appeal to the woman

Is

Chase

MULLIGAN & RISING,

E

M.

COFFEE"

RELIA-

BLE MERCHANDISE, but more
v . .
3
UHV
Ill
tfvni.il
other line, for you do not buy every day. Everything we
sell you MUST BE reliable.

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

Santa Fe. Mr. Childs is a newspaperman who has been employed on the
PERSONAL MENTION
Denver Post and big eastern newspapers.
Henry Pollard, the orchardist who
Fountain of Youth.
lives in the vicinity of Santa Cruz,
Lovely woman is resourceful;
and who was a candidate for county
When she finds she's badly mated, school superintendent, arrived in the
Nevada
She hastens to
city last night. He will return to his
Comes back happy, Reno vated.
home today.
Elmer C. James came down from
y, D. Shea spent yesterday in the Santa Fe Sunday to help take a herd
Es,pEnola Valley.
of cows to the Capital City for Con'"p. H. Knowlton a paper salesman of ductor Grimshaw and others who exDenver, is in the Capital.
pect to operate a dairy. The stock
Attorney Neil B. Field left the city was picked up in the hills west of
his
home.
for
thUi morning
town. Moriarty Messenger.
business
g 'judge E. R. Wright made a
Miss May Closson, daughter of Mr.
.
to Las Vegas yesterday.
and .Mrs. Charles C. Closson of Santa
TV J.- Sawyer, the lumberman from
Fe, returned home last evening after
Buckniian, is a guest at the Montezuvisiting friends here for ten days. Miss
'
ma.
Closson was the guest of honor at a
B. F. Morris of Santa Cruz, northern
lumber of social affairs while in AlSanta Fe county, registered at the buquerque. Albuquerque Herald.
Coronado.
F. W. Drake, of the Santa Barbara
H. A. Coomer went to Willard yes-- i
Tie and Pole Company of Hodges,
tcrday on railroad business. Estan- came in this afternoon
from Rochescia News.
where he was called by
R. C. Prewitt of Farmington, San ter, N. Y.,
and death of his mother.
Juan county, was an arrival in Santa the iliness was
Drake
Mr.
accompanied by his
Fe last evening.
Miss
Katheryn
Hodges. Las
sister,
of
Dr. F. S. Blackmar, a resident
is in the city. He is a guest Vegas Optic.
H. B. Peairs, a former principal of
at the Montezuma.
W R. Smvthe irood roads engineer. the Haskell Institute at Lawrence,
a general superrrived in the city last night from his Kas., and who is now
Indian
in the Tinted Stales
visor
Las
in
East
Vegas.
headquarters
M.
Father R. Neagle, a Catholic priest service, W. landPeterson of Albuquerthe
department of the
of Boston. Mass., is a visitor in Santa que, of
and
same
service,
Superintendent
Fe. He is stopping at the Palace.
of the local Indian IndusAttorney P. J. Franklin of Colorado Coggeshall
trial School, left the city yesterday
Springs, is a guest at the Coronado. for an
inspection of the northern pueB.
tourists
J.
Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips,
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Certain Ingredients That Really Promote Hair Growth When
Properly Combined.

17-1-

n

v
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
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Quarter of a Century Ago.

j

I

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
(From N'SW Mexican of February 16, 1887.)
Resorcin is one of the most effective
mammies'' can cxk chicken, but atrial j
Rooms
Editorial.
or tins iamous cmcKen jxu pic uujjiuv
The President today sent to the
,
germ destroyers ever discovered by Capital City Bank Building,
lneinlx-ot
of
bill
for
the
tlie
"The
assertion.
relief
of
nomination
that
Benigno science, and in connection with Beta
Senate the
Captain
F.very
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
family will thoroughly enjoy it.
of San Miguel N'apthol, which is both germicidal and
Adolphus W. Greeley 5th cavalry, to Jaramillo,
Assistant District Attorney, First
be chief signal officer.
county, has been passed over the gov- antiseptic, a combination is formed Judicial District.
which destroys the germs which rob
Coal is selling at $00 a ton at Fort ernor's veto in both houses."
"The case of the United States v. the hair of its natural nourishment,
Benton Montana, and ar appalling
PAUL. A. F. WALT it
loss of life is feared, as Montana has Quintana, an alleged land fraud case, and also creates a clean, healthy conAttorney-at-uir.in the United dition of the scalp, which prevents the Stnta Fe,
been covered with deep snow since was tried yesterday
New Mexico
Verdict not development of new germs.
November and roads are entirely States district court.
t
Pilocarpin, although not a coloring
closed up. Michigan is also a picture guilty."
E. C. ABBOTT
ingre"Reduce the number of grand jurors matter or dye, is a
of arctic desolation.
natto
its
President Cleveland accepts Secre- and petit jurors in the United States dient for restoring the hair
in the District ana SuU C Chicken Pot Pie. Baked Dumplings
courts, and of the grand jury in the ural color, when the loss of hair has preme Courts.
in joints; ' cup flour, tary Manning's resignation.
Prompt and careiu
One
of
the
a
disease
been
caused
scalp.
by
Twenty-twmechanics are employ- territorial district court; also reduce
attention given to all busmen.
V teaspoon ful salt; black pepper; Jcups
combiin
These
proper
ingredients
Banta fe.
flour; ? level teaspoon fills K C Hairing ed at the new court house uesmts the term of service. Two weeks serNew Mexico
with alcohol added as a stimu
'oreJer; lz teaspoon fill salt; ,' cup nine quarrymen at Cerrillos who send vice is plenty. There is a good chance nation,
nourish
and
for
its
lant
cream.
milk
or
;
stone
to
of
reduce expenses. Let the legislashortening
daily.
up two carloads
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
ing properties, perfect perhaps the
William Penn Clarke of Washington, ture take this chance."
Cover the fowl with Ixiiling water and
known
is
effective
that,
Attorney
most
remedy
"The bill prohibiting persons from
let simim-- until tender, then remove to a D. C, entered upon his duties as acPractice in ue Distri t Court
for scalp and hair troubles.
two
salaries
baking dish. Mix the ; cup flour, salt countant for the New Mexican.
for
holding
receiving
We have a remedy which is chiefly wen as before the Supreme Court i.
and black pepper with cold water to a
The Senate passed the Prichard bill territorial offices should at once be
of these ingredients, in com- me tern tor.
smooth paste and use to thicken the
composed
in divorce taken up by the House
and passed bination with
broth. Remove the fat from the top of regulating the procedure
other extremely invaluNew Meitcu.
Cruces,
the broth if necessary before adding the cases. The House passed a hill mak- over the governor's veto. It is an ex- able medicinal agents. We guarantee
over
with
the
measure
train
and
Pour
this
intended it to positively cure dandruff and to
tremely good
gravy
robbery punishable
ing
thickening.
G. W. PRICHARD
fowl, until it is nearly covered, and re- death. The bill to create the co'.mty to protect the bona fide citizens of grow hair, even though the scalp in
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
serve the rest to serve apart. Sift to- o? Navajo out of western Bernalillo this territory. It can only do good.
spots is bare of hair. If there is any
Practice in all the
Court'
gether the flour, baking powder and salt,
was referred to Pass it speedily and have it become
vitality left in the roots, it will posi- snd gives special attention to vases
three times; into this work the shorten- oand Valencia counties
special committee. The House pass- law."
tively cure baldness, or we will re- before the Territorial Supreme Court.
ing and use cream or milk to make a
the employ"Senators Perea and Prichard have fund your money. If the scalp has a Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa B"a. N. M.
dough, less stiff than for biscuits. Put ed the bill authorizing
this bv spoonfuls over the fowl in the ment of convicts in coal mines. The done the most and the principal work glazed, shiny appearance, it's an indish, which it should rest upon and wild animal bounty bill was passed by on the
appropriation bill and deserve dication that baldness is permanent,
C. W. Q. WARD
completely cover. Let bake about 35 the House. Fest introduced a bill to
great credit. Whether or not the 'bill' but in other instances we believe
Territorial District Attorn y
minutes.
and express char- becomes a law their good work will baldness is curable.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
When ymtnfr. tender chickens nre scarce, this regulate telegraph
We want every one troubled with
be appreciated and rewarded by the
a most satisfactory way of scrvinir olii ges. The bill to create San Juan coun
New Mexico,
prems
Vegas,
fowls. Veal or lamb prepared in this manner is
to
of
or
loss
hair
try
scalp disease
people in the future."
more nppetizinc than wht-- served nsastew. ty was killed.
not
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic. If it does
Trv this and the 89 other delicious recipes in
HARRY D. MOULTON
the K C Cook's llixk. a copy of which may he
cure dandruff and grow hair to the sat
secured free by sendiuff the colored certificater
will
we
without
C
of
K
isfaction
the
of
Ilakilia
can
user,
in
the
packed
and passenger agent of the Sunset
to the Jaucus Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Attornev-at-Laquestion or quibble return every cent
Route, is in Deming today on business.
paid us for it. We print this guaranR. Weed, of
Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
'
DFMING PARK TO
tee on every bottle. It has effected a
Palace.
N. Y., arrived Tuesday even-- !
HAVE IRRIGATION WELL. Brooklyn,
positive cure in 93 per cent of cases
Albert B. Fall, Three Rivers.
and will visit for some time with RichSanta Xe, N. M.
where put to a practical test.
John B. Gill, Washington, D. C.
aid and Thomas Hudson,
Special Agent, G. L. O.
Formerly
is
Tonic
Rexall "93" Hair
entirely Land
Offers From Pump Manufacturers OfMiss Ethel Bemis, City.
and Contests a Special',).
Claims
i.nlike, and we think, in every particC. A. Johnson, New York City.
fering to Install Plant for
ON CARLSBAD
IMPROVEMENTS
we
else
better
than
ular,
anything
Exhibition.
M. Keeby, Denver.
Chas. R. Easley
PROJECT MOVING ALONG
know of for the purpose for which it Chas. F. Easley.
H. H. Williams, City.
EASLEY & EASLFY.
is prescribed.
We urge you to try
El
H.
Paso.
J.
Nr. M., Feb. in.
meetSmith,
At a
Deming,
Pecos Water Users' Association Se
Attorneys at Law.
this preparation at our entire risk.
Jack Davis, El Paso.
ing of the Board of Directors of the
ciitaH P.nm m iscinn nf frariilatpri
Practice in ib courts ana befor
we
of
no
know
better
guarCertainly
J. C. Crisp, Los Angeles.
Chamber of Commerce Tuesday, the
antee to give you. Remember, you Land Department
Payments.
A. G. Pack, Denver.
Special 1 ark Committee made a reLand grants and titles examined.
can obtain Rexall Remedies in Santa
J. R. Craeghead, Denver.
port showing that funds sufficient
Fc only at our store The
Rexall Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office EstanN. m ., Feb. Ifi
The im
Carlsbad,
C.
R.
Mrs.
Carmichael, Gallup.
were on hanu to proceed with the concia, N. M.
Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San
provements made on the Carlsbad
A. L. Castor, Gallup.
struction work and let the contract for project by the Reclamation Service
Francisco
St.
George E. Cole, Scranton. Pa.
the irrigation well. Offers from sev- are moving aldng without a hitch. The
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
eral pump manufacturers to furnish blasting of the big tunnels at Avalon
Attorneys-at-LaWHEAT MARKET UNDER
R. Neagle, Boston.
and install the pump for the exhibition spillway is completed and concrete
Practice in all the Courts and B
HEAVY SELLING PRESSURE.
fore the Interior Department.
pumping plant in the center of the is being laid. The overflow spillway
Montezuma.
New Mexico.
Taos,
park were read; the unofficial assur- on the opposite side of the river is
Argentina and Australia Made ConsidF. S. Blackmar, Espanola.
ance from agents of two motor manu- coming up rapidly. The force of men
erable Shipments That Affect
H. L. ORTIZ,
A. C. Thomas City.
facturers that a motor would be given employed is large, the monthly pay
Chicago Pit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Phillips, N. Y. C.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Lafiee and installed, were presented. The roll being over $S,000.
committee reported also that
Hipolito Griego, Las Vegas.
Practicing before all the courts jo
W. A. Finlay is recovering from a
Mexican
(Bv Special Teased wjr to N
Aldo Leopold, Ties Piedras.
of the plot had oeen made stroke of apoplexy, he suffered a few
Chicago, III., Feb. 10. Larger world the Territory.
- New MexJr
Robert C. Prewitt, Farmington.
and that engineer's estimates showed days ago. He is one of the first men
shipments put the wheat market today Banta Fe
T.
Buckman.
J.
Sawyer,
under
considerable
3:553
to
that it would require
selling pressure.
go into business and continued in
yards of
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Henry Pollard, Espanola.
dirt to make the fill. The committ ?e active business until a year ago, when
Forwardings of especially heavy shipDr. Casner and daughter, City.
Public Stenographer
ments
counted
from
were
to
he
in
hoard
Argenhis
cash.
The
west
retired
upon
farm
of
$tl()0.00
reported
just
W. R. Smythe, East Las Vegas.
Santa Fe, N. M.
tina and Australia. Moreover, the
authorized the Park Committee to pro- town.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Ervin Grey, Denver.
D. B. Fant of Kansas City spent sev-bearish affect of the ending of the Arceed with the work.
There is a
G. C. Bowen, Denver.
Phone Red 162.
unanimous enthusiasm for this park eral days here, looking after business
gentine railroad strike had further emR. E. Lamb, Denver.
which is to be 9fi!?iG?.4 feet long and interests that he has here. Mr. Fant
phasis from messages confirming the
P. C. Steiner and Mrs. Steiner, statements that work had been reT'lE PROBERT
located in front of the Union Station was for a number of years actively
Trinidad.
in
business
to
and
sumed. Opening prices were
Carlsbad
in
in Deming.
The advertising feature engaged
ADVERTISING
AGENCY.
W. R. Murdock, Denver.
lower. May started at ml
commends itself to the people of Dem- he still retains interest in various
R.
C.
Denver.
Flint,
to Kansas City,
a drop of
to
to
Advertisements Place in Any Publicaing who realize what good advertis- lines. He returned
S. Scholl, Denver.
but rallied to 101
ing is, hut it also appeals strongly yesterday.
P. H. Knowlton, Denver.
tion in the World.. Write Us
The Pecos Water Users' Association!
Slow shipping demand made corn
to the civic pride of every citizen.
for Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
of the Carlsbad project will vote onj M. Brody, Chicago.
mere
a
was
and
influence
similar
easy
Commit
from
the Publicity
Reports
B. H. Jones, Milwaukee.
an amendment of the original contract
a
movement
cars
as
of
of
result
heavy
tee and the new Industries Committee with
TAOS, . - . NEW MEXICO
C. E. Hoffmeister, Canton, Ohio.
the United States on the 21st.
owing to mild weather. May opened
were also received at this meeting. A The
J.
A.
"Garcia, Conejos.
secretary of the interior has'
to
dewn at GS
to
number of bills were approved and
Julian Espinosa, Conejos.
a request for graduated paygranted
WARREN C. WADE
GS
and
to
reacted
other routine business attended to.
Luisa Espinosa, Conejos.
ments.
of.
This change in method
Instructor in Voice
Commission housts were fair buyers
R. H. ). Thompson and E. A. Cam
Cole
E.
Mrs.
John
and
Delta,
Cole,
payments necessitates an amendment
of oats and gave the market a relaHighest Recommendations.
eron have leased twenty acres of land or' the former
Colo.
contract, which provid181 Palace Avenue.
tively steady tone. May started unfrom George Bumpus, and will plant ed for ten equal ann-ia- l
payments.
to
52
off
at
changed
a large portion of this acreage to
Coronado.
A two weeks revival
began this
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
and rose to 52
onions.
week under Ihe direction of Locketti John E. Erickson, Cerrillos.
Dentist
Iniruled provisions.
Depression
from
James Kirksey, re ently of Crow Adair, well known evangelist
Josephine Heisch, Denver.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
tial
sales
a
7
were
to
shade
lower
B. F. Morris, Santa Cruz.
Creek, S. C, has pceepted employment Texas. The churches of Carlsbad
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
with May 1G.07
to 16.10 for pork;
Monte Goodin, Estancia.
have joined forces to carry on these
in the Palace Drug Store.
Phone
Red 6.
9 12
to
9.15
S.
and
72
for
lard;
P. J. Franklin, Colorado Springs.
The large auditorium will he
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
M. M. Killinger has sold out his services.
Jim Sawyer and Mrs. Sawyer, Los for ribs.
And by Appointment
slock of hardware and will retire from used throughout.
The new board of governors of the Angeles.
He is having his building
business.
OKLAHOMA MILLIONAIRE MAY
on the corner of Silver Avenue and Carlsbad Commercial Club is now orSTANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
HAVE MET FOUL PLAY.
CALL FOR BIDS FOP. BRIDGE.
Committees have gone to
ganized.
Spruce Street overhauled and re- - work and it is
Physician and Surgeon.
in
&
that
expected
ceiled.
Office and Residence
Washing to
few days the plans under consideraBids are invited for the construcSudden Death of William Berryhill
A. A. Smith went to El Paso Tues
Ave. nsxt door to Public Library.
tion the last week or two will he per- tion of a bridge across the Arroyo
Leads Relatives to Order a
Offioe Jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
day on business.
fected and actual work for develop- Tenorio, Don Gaspar avenue.
Plans
Post Mortem. .
2 U' i p. m. Evenings.
Judge Payton Edwards Sr., of El ment, begin.
and specifications may be inspected at
Phone Black 47.
Paso, is in Deming on business.
The dairy business for Carlsbad is the office of the mayor of the city of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Fred Sherman received, Tuesday, a row in new hands. J. O.
16.
ExaminaFeb.
on
Fe.
Bids
be
will
Santa
Okla.,
Sapulpa,
Werssell, who
opened
car load of Ford automobiles. Mr. for years has furnished milk, has sold March 1, 1912, at 3 p. m. The city re- tion of the body of William Berryhill,
M.
Sherman being the local agent for his business to H. D. Hubbard.
It serves the right to reject any or all s. millionaire land owner, who died
this machine.
will be remembered that Mr. Hubbard bids.
suddeily yesterday, was begun today RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
R. C. Kirk of Dallas, Texas, is in purchased one of the farms owned
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
by physicians at the instruction of
AVE
by
Dr. Doepp near town.
Deming on business.
Mr. Hubbard Attest:
Mayor. relatives who assert the belief that
Phone, 220 Red
Wade Cunningham, traveling freight came from Wichita, Kansas.
the man was the victim of foul play.
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
r

(Read Up)
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STATION'S
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2 30
2 47

RATON NEW MEXICO.

A G R E ATD

!

By Mrs. Janet McKcn:ie Hill, Editorof
the Boston Cooking School Magazine

Company i

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
11

Pot Pie
Chicken
The Chef's Favorite

k

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1912.

51.

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

a m -- .pro
tConnects at Colfax with E. V. & S W. Ry. train both North and South
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
tDaily except Sunday.
Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
cept Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $i.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. II., for the south at 11:11 p.' m.,'' arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent
V. P. G. M.,
Superintendent.

.xvs- vEgi
-

.

us

Is

EIGHTH REUNION

j

1'ow-ae-

SCOTTISH RITE,
FE.
SANTA

FOR THE ABOVE OCCASION

The Denver & Rio Grande

R. R.

will protect rate of one fare for the round trip
from stations on its line in Southern
Colorado and New Mexico.
DATES OF SALE.

From stations, Alamosa, Colo., to Espanola, N. M.,
February 18 and 19; from stations west of Antonito
to Durango, Colo., February 17 and 18; from Farm-ingtoBranch Points, February 16 and 17.

cross-section- s

n

Return Limit. February 24th.

1

New Mexico Military

Institute

j

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

IB

The West

Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment ai "Distinguished
tion." Armj officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden Bpot
of the West at an elevation of Svuil
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or 6uow during th
.
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors'
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated,' lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
W.

G.

Hotel Arrivals.

'

i

c

c

2

2

HAMILTON. Vice Pres.

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
W .M. ATKIiNSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIN LEY.
For particulars and illustrated ca-

DP. J.

talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

Superintendent

DIAZ,

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

W. L. DeCLOW,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

have recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever befo re. I can tship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.
I

REUNION,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

February

19,

20,21,

1912.

One and one-fift- h
fare
from all stations in
NewMexico to SantaFe
DATES

OF SALE,

February 17,

20.

18, 19 &

RETURN

LIMIT,

February 24,

1912

H.S.LUTZ,Agt.

WJII!,
TfVi,

Jtf

MIUI
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TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

IH.W1UI

,

The following are toe time tables
if the local railroads:
"A. T. &

Leave

J

i

i

s

K

IF

W

r

K.

a

f

-,

evh.

75 J1"-

-

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

i Vi

4

p.
.".

.

4

I

4,

Sec.

ct

11, 1912.

3,

Lot

westbound.

1,

SE1-4- ,
Sec. 4, T. 15 N., and SE
Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11
E., N. M. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of Febiuary,

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
R. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, Cap
los Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all ot
Glorieta, N. II.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register

12.10

m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con-newith No. 7 westbound and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
8:35 p.m.
ueave Santa Fe at 8:59 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9

t

Ccpy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Fred
Clokey, of Glorieta, N. M., who, on
June 2, 1906, made homestead
No.

tor Lot

. F. Ry."

8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.

n

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January

M

(From Peterson's "New Mexico Constitutional Convention Book.")

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la

Scottish Rites

Phone, 23 7 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to Z P.

SANTA FE COUNTY DELEGATION IN CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

:r-- P'

thfr,

-

..

r

Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30

' ..i.vv ,.; )
-

o

P. m.

Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:20 p. in. instead of 7:20
as heretoiori. Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r. m. instead ot
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
D. & ft. Q. Ry.

2

Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortu.
Arrive 4:20 p. m, from aorth.
New exco central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects, with No.
east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections

from No.

3

eaat

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

PROMINENT

16,

f HE

1912.

MAN'S WIFE

LOST SLEEPJEN

IS ACCUSED OF BIGAMY.

By

Ppf-ew- l

leased Wire

to Now Mexican)

London, Feb. IB. A remarkable
quel has develoeil to the marriage
between Horace Field Parshall of
Milford, N. Y., the American
who is chairman of the
Central London Tube Railway, and
Mrs. Deborah Jeffreys, which took
p'.ace at El Tham registry office on
J! ay 8 last year.
The woman was arraigned yesterday at the Bow street police court on
a charge of bigamy. She is very attractive and appeared before the magistrate in a handsome costume. In
answer to the charges, she said: "I
am deeply sorry for what 1 have done.
I would not have done it if my husband had not made me."
In a formal statement made to the
court, she declared that she first met
Mr. Marshall in aJnuary, ft 11 , when
she was presented as a widow. He
afterward proposed marriage to her.
Her husband, Herbert H. Jeffreys,
from whom she was separated, urged
her to marry Parshall for his money
and threatened to kill her if she
to Parshall that she was married.
Mr. Parshall afterward received an
anonymous letter in which his supposed wife confessed what she had
done. The marriage was annulled by
the high court.
se-

capital-ibt-enginee-

FLUCTUATIONS

HOW TO MAKE
Detailed

Directions

A

TELEPHONE

Given With Illus-

tration Showing Construction
of Instrument.

I wanted to build a telephone set
some time ago, and made a transmitter like the sketch. I found that if
it was placed in any part of a large
room the slightest whispers could be'
plainly heard, a watch could be heard
ticking, and if a fly walked upon the
box that forms the base every step
sounded loud and plain. It is easy to
make and very cheap, says a writer in
the Chicago Tribune. Get two pieces

c--

(By special Leased Wne to Sew r.Toxicani
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 16. Attorneys
and representatives of the Standard
Oil and Rockefeller interests who attended the annual meeting of the
Waters-PiercOil Company, have been
served, it was announced today, with
subpjenas to appear Monday and
give depositions regarding the meth-jod- s
employed by the Rockefeller in
terests in the
of the
Standard Oil Company.
The subpoenas were served on M.
M. Van Buren and Waiter Taylor of
New York, R. W. Stewart, of Chicago,
and George X. Mayer, of Kansas City,
It is believed that the taking of the
depositions will serve to stay the
mandamus proceedings
before
the
circuit court tomorrow.
The mandamus proceedings are tc
force H. Clay Pierce and his associates, owners of the minority stock in
the Waters-PiercOil Company,
to
certify the votes of tTie Rockefeller!
stockholders in the Missouri corporation. Pierce contends that the votes
should not be counted, and in a statement his lawyers charged that the
Standard Oil Company was attempting
to perpetuate a trust.

I

Union Pacific,
Reading and Steel
Trust Yielded to Pressure of
Bear Operations.
(Bv Special L.ease.1 nun. to TCew TVTexlcan i
New York, X. Y., Feb. 15. Fluctuations on the stock market today were
of the same narrow character as on
earlier days of the week. Almost the
only stocks which seemed tovhave a
speculative following were the coppers. There was some buying of thest
shares owing to reports of good trade,
but operators were bearish toward the
general list.
The tone became heavy after 11
o'clock. Reading, Union Pacific and
United States Steel were pressed for
sale steadily and their lack of resistance encouraged bear operations in
other quarters. Colorado Fuel became
rather active after long neglect and
The Bethlehem Steel CALL FOR REPUBLICAN CONVEM
yielded 1
slocks lost about as much.
TION OF THE STATE OF
Bonds were steady.
NEW MEXICO.
Pursuant to the requirements of
RACES AT JUAREZ, MEICO,
the call made by the Republican NaHAVE BEEN RESUMED. tional Committee on December
12,
Bv Spectil I .eased
Ire to rfew Mexican)
lf'11, for a Republican Xational ConJuarez, Mex., Feb, 16. Entries for vention, to be held in the City of Chi
tomorrow: First race, selling, five cago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve
f
Florence o'clock noon on Tuesday, June 18.
and
furlongs.
Kripp, Ailsa Paige, X Camarada, Miss 1G12, for the purpose of nominating
105; candidates for President and
Miller, Patsy Beach, Frazzle,
Isom, First Fashion, Batwa, El Paso,
to be voted for at the Pres
Narfi, 107; Wild Bear, Millo, D Dromi, idential election on Tuesday, November 5, 1912, and for the transaction of
Mary Emily, 110.
f
such other business as may properly
Second race, selling, five and
furlongs.
Error, Booger Battle, come before it, the Republican CenJohn Heck, 93; X Yo oolo, 90; Harvest tral Committee of the State of New
Fly, 101; Serenade Sainest, 103; Hen- Mexicb, assembled at Santa Fe on
ry Williams, Oonoomoo, Tallow Dip,, this 25th day of January, 1912, hereby calls for the holding of a conven
105.
Third race, selling, one mile. Gus tion of the Republican party of the
Hartdilge, 92; Heretic, Roaipie, X L. State of Xew Mexico to be held in
the City of Santa Fe, State of New
M Reckert, Mamac,
107; Whidden,
Mexico, at two o'clock on Friday, the
Jim Cafferata, 112.
Sth day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
f
Fourth raee, selling, five and
purpose of selecting eight delegates
furlongs. Acquin, 86; Amoholko, and
eight alternates to represent the
Veno
99;
Von,
Lady
Moralight,
97;
Republican
party of the State of New
Tendi, 102; Waner, Antigo Gelio, 106; Mexico in the said national conven
Fanuel Hall, John Griffin II., 114.
tion called to be held at Chicago on
X
Fifth race, selling, one mile.
the ISth day of June, 1912.
Charles Green, Boana, 107; Ben Uncas,
The Republican Central Committees
Virginia Lindsey, Xyanza, 110;
ct the various counties of the State
112; Green Bridge, 115.
are by this committee requested and
Sixth race, selling, seven furlongs. directed to issue a call for the hold
Lotta Creed, X Judge Walton, 103; ing of a county convention of the
Juan 105; Fred Mulholland, Republican party in the respective
110.
counties upon such notice and date as
X Apprentice allowance.
they may deem expedient for the
purpose of electing delegates to the
said State convention to be held on
the Sth day of March, 1912, as afore
MINES AND MINING
said, at which the basis of representation shall be one delegate for each
one hundred votes, or a fraction there
Lincoln County.
of of
or more, cast for the RepubCrist Yeager is in El Paso from his lican fifty
candidate for governor of the
mine and says that the White Oaks
Slate of Xew Mexico at the late eleccountry is looking good, and the Wild tion held on the 7th day of Xovember,
is
Cat Mining and Leasing Company
row putting in a large electric power 1911, and oneindelegate at large from
each county
addition, upon which
plant at the mill, generating the po- basis the
at the State
wer, three miles east of the Home-stak- e convention representation
of the Republican party
mine, where the old Armijo of the State of Xew
Mexico, to be
mine is being worked by leasers. The held on March
1912, from the
8th,
20 stamp mill is running
day and several counties of the
State, shall
night. The Silver Cliff and Miner's be as follows:
Cabin, under lease by Yeager & Co.
Delegates
are producing a fine body of rich ore Bernalillo
19
he says.
The leasers are now erect- Chaves
7
on
the shaft, which Colfax
ing a new hoist
17
is 150 feet deep.
They are shipping
4
bullion regularly to the San Francisco Curry
14
Dona Ana
mint. El Paso Herald.
5
Eddy
Quay County.
12
Grant
That clay deposit near San Jon may Guadalupe
:
11
yet prove' of profit. A carload was Lincoln
8
sent to Sayre, Okla., last week to be Luna
i
placed in commercial form to be used McKinley
6
as a polish. Rock Island Tribune.
15
Mora
6
Otero
There Is more Catarrh In this sec- Quay
9
tion of the country than all other dis- Kio Arriba
20
eases put together, and until the last Roosevelt
4
few years was supposed to be incar-abl- Sandoval
6
5
For a great many years doctors San Juan
30
pronounced it a local disease and pre- San Miguel
18
scribed local remedies, and by con- Santa Fe
S
stantly failing to mre with local Sierra
'
22
treatment, pronounced it incurable. Socorro
14
Science has proven catarrh to be e Taos
e

one-hal-

t,

one-hal-

one-hal-

?

HOL6

CC

e.

."

constitutional disease an' therefore Torrance
treatment. Union
requires constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by Valencia
3. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars for any case
it fails to cure. ,Send for circulars

10
14
19

.

and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY

& CO., To-

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Takes Hall's Family Pills for

Instrument Can

Be Heard in Every
Looks
Direction, Even in Bsck
Like a Lobster.

Anycne

who

lias ever

sat

a

on

grandstand during a football game or
track and field sports knows how limited is the radius of sound that issues
from a megaphone.
The announcer
in three different directions
successfully to make an announcemtnt
to one section. A .Maine woman has
apparently solved this problem in the
megaphone she has designed. It looks
like a big lobster more than anything
else, but it is credited with doing tlio
work. The usual trunk tube has two
intermediate branches near the mid- -

must turn

THSSt

Home-Mad- e

Telephone.
of carbon one inch long (carbon that
the electrician throws away when he
fixes the corner arc light will be all
right). Scrape one end of each down
to a point with a file or a knife and
smooth it off with a piece of cloth;
it will rub into a nice polish (c c).
Get two pieces of spring brass or copper five inches long, bend them up
straight one inch from the end and
punch a hole in the short bend, as in
the sketch (s). Make two little clips
to clasp the carbon as in the sketch
these are qjade of spring brass
2
inches long, one inch of each end
being bent up straight, and solder
them to the top of the longest ends
of the springs (s). Get a piece of
brass three inches long and bend up
one inch from the end; this brass
f
should be
inch wide and
inch thick. A hole is drilled
in the bottom big enough to let a
machine screw pass through. In the
malong end drill and tap for
chine screw; this must be done by a
It will be
machinist or blacksmith.
tlone for a few cents. A sounding
box is needed. A cigar box will be
Just right for this. Tear the lid off,
and on the bottom drill two holes two
inches apart, and screw the two
brass springs to this by passing brass
machine screws through the holes and
using a small nut on the inside of the
inch.
box; these screws are
One-hal- f
inch from one spring screw
the screw holder (h) by the short
end to the box in the same way.

(c:

one-hal-

2

AEROPLANE IS VERY AMUSING
Imitation of Flight Given as Closely
as Possible Without Attendant Danger.
The aeroplane has not yet reached
would warrant its use as
a means of thrills for the general pub
lie at amusement parks.
The next
best thing, therefore, is some device
that will give as close as imitation of
flight as possible without the attendant danger of real flight, and the apparatus shown in the illustration has

a stage that

305

Aeroplane

New Megaphone Idea.

die and consisting of short tubes
rected at an angle of about 45 degrees.
Two other longer tithes extend backward from just below the mouthpiece. These long branches rest on
the shoulders of the announcer and
are rotatably joined so the mouth may
to different
be adjusted
angles.
When a man shouts anything through
this megaphone it can he heard on a!!
sides, and even in back of him.
di-

one-eigh- th

t,

P

HAS FOUR TUNES

e

'ys

L

n

MEGAPHONE

e

i

WORLD'S

Amusement

Device-bee-

FORGET NAPOLEON'S PET DOG
Citizen of Chateauroux Narrowly
capes Arrest When Pleading
for Stuffed Animal.

Es-

can be safely ventured at this time, and that is the
world's serlus of lit 11 will surpass in
Interest any ever played previous!",
no matter which teams win the pennant in the American and National
leagues. The terrilie fights iu both
baseball organizations for the
have keyed the "fans" up to
a
power pitch of excite- nient and the scries of games for the
world's title is Hound to reap the benefits.
At present It iuoKs like a 60 to 1
bet that Connie Mack's Athletics will
represent the American league In the
battle. Who will represent the National leafure is a mooted question,
r
and the man whj would pick the
of the pennant in the senior organization would be gambling with
late Hut, graining that the Mackmeu
are pretty sure winners, let's look the
field over.
Chicago last year met the Athletics
in the world's series a
favorite
in many circles. The men who fought
for Connie Mack made the Cutis look
bad, winning four of five games
played. It was a surprise and a shock
to CSicagoans. Hut they have not forgotten. N(i have they been convinced
that the lanchine of Frank- Chance's
building was working smoothly.
And if New York should be the opponent of tlte Athletics. Gracious!
Philrtdelphians have not forgotten the
drubbing "Muggsy" McGraw's Giants
handed the Mackmen in 1905. They
want revenge. In fact, many "fans"
are hoping New York will be the National league contender so that Connie
Mack and his crew can get back at
the Giants. The short ride between
the two cities would also be a factor
in making the series a wonderful success.
One prediction

to St. Helena, and was
emperor
brought back to France by Marshal
Bertrand, who died at the chateau of
Tout Vent, near Chateauroux.
The chateau, with all its possessions, including some relics of Napoleon, was left by its pious owner.
Mme. Amedee, to the Archbishop of
liourges, and became the property of
the government when the church refused to accept the provisions of the
separation act.
The relics of Napoleon were moved
to a museum at Fiourges, but the people of Chateauroux were able to secure possession of these treasures and
to house them in their own museum.
The stuffed dog. however, was forgotten and remained behind at the chateau.
At this there was a great outcry at
Chateauroux, for the people wanted
the dog in their museum. Their grievances were laid before the government in prose and verse. However,
nothing was done until a citizen of
Chateauroux went to Paris and laid
his claim to the dog before three cabinet ministers.
He did so at considerable peril te
himself, for when he said that he had
come to see the misisters apropos of
a dog of Napoleon's that had been
seized with the other possessions of
the Archbishop of Fiourges, he was
nearly arrested as a lunatic.
Who would have thought, as M. Filon says, that Napoleon's dog, who
lived happily under the Concordat,
could have got so woefully entangled
with the separation law of a hundred

sible, each machine is provided with a
guiding or elevating plane and a controlling wheel.

Nicely furnished room.

FOR RENT

Inquire New Mexican.

li

I

jooocoooooooocl

lit

SERVICE

T

III

Tackle any- .WANTED A JOB
thing, guarantee to make good. Ii!j
(jtiir. New Mexican.
.

j

house
FOR SALE Fine modern
ind ranch at Trtuhas. N. M. Address
12(i Hillside ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

POINTERS

FOR HOTEL PEOPLE
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six tables pays well. Must be
sold at once Price 1C00. O. C. Wai-- i
son Co.

well-know- n

well-know-

cUum-plonUii- p

. .WANTED
Situation as assistant
bookkeeper or plumber's apprentice
Some experience in both. Handy at
Ed.
anything.
Thillips, 242 Agua
Fria Street.

sixty-hors-

low-iies-

ROOMS FOK RENT One, three,
or five nice, ,
comfortable rooms
for rent at 2'57 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room, exceptionally nice and well suited for
boarders.
nc-w-

witi-ne-

WHAT
An

,t

WANTED

of good habits to

TYPEWRF TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
Ribbons and
platens furnished.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a"l rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewritee guar,
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange Phone 23i.
sup-plie-

Fraternal Societies
MASON II.
Montezuma
Lodgo
No. 1, 4. F. & A. M.
Regular communw
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
7.S0.

ALAN R. McCORD. W. M.
CHAS. E. LINNEK, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1-

R.

A. M.

Regular

second

Monday of each monti
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T.

Brought
Con-

i

What advertising did for Memphis
is described by John Duffy in a re-

cent issue of Leslie's Weekly, which
has been publishing a series of articles on the best way to boost a city,
Mr. Duffy's being the second.
Memphis some time ago appropriated $20,000 for publicity. Probably no
similar amount spent on municipal advertising has ever brought such excellent results.
The advertisements,
which were written with a view of
presenting in brief space the advantages of Memphis for business and as
a place of residence,
in
appeared
monthlies and weeklies of national
circulation.
The results were unusual. No less

-

convocation

.

Expenditure of $20,000
Sixty-FivManufacturing
cerns to the City.

once, two young men
travel with manager

and solicitor.
Experience unnecessary. Cigarette smokers or drinkers
need not apply. Knowledge of Spanish
Address W. McMillan,
preferable.
Santa Fe, N. M.

ADS DID FOR MEMPHIS

e

Regular

conclave fourth Mod- day in each month ct
Masonic Hs.1) at 7:Sf
p. m.

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

the

Santa Fe ixidge or
Perfection No. 1, 14ta
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meeta m

third Monday of each month
7:30 o'clock In the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
Visiting Potish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
Venerable Mastm
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

at

j
j

than sixty-fivmanufacturing concerns have moved to Memphis. These
plants employ 5,200 persons, the most
of whom came to the city with the
concerns that located there. As each
person thus employed represents at
least one dependent on him or her for
support, this would mean a total of

Secretary.

e

10,400 people.

Manager Bobby Wallace.

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

Ko.

60, B. P. O. E. holds

Its regular session o
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invitea and

Gaining 10,000 new
citizens at a cost of $20,000 Is getting
welcome.
them at $2 a head, certainly money
CARL A, BISHOP.
well spent. At least seventy-fivJ. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
houses and between .100 and
Secretary,
400 new firms have been attracted to
the city.
F. W. FARMER
e

small to make good In fas', company."
Times innumerable has that remark
blasted the hopes of some promising
player who was given the cold shoulder because he did not weigh
or was not of
a

height

The scene seems to be changing,
The season of 1911 saw
however.
more midgets performing In the big
leagues than ever before. And they
were not the weak members of the
teams with which they played. On
the contrary, some of them were the
stars of their clubs.
In almost every position on the diamond the little fellows were represented by some star. Some of them

A Big Bonfire.
One of the largest bonfires the
world ever saw was kindled about
are:
forty years ago on the Malvern hills
OutfieiC -- Josu Devore, New York
in Great Britain. It was seen at a
Birdie Cree, New
York
Giants;
distance of sixty or seventy miles.
Yankees; Tommy Leach, Pittsburg.
The materials employed made a stack
Second base ililler Huggins, Carthirty feet high and thirty feet square.
Nationdinals; Knabe, Philadelphia
There were used in building this pile
als.
450 fagots, twelve poplar trees, two
WalBobby
Shortstop Manager
tons of coal, five cords of wood, four
lace, St. Louis Americans; Ha user.
loads of hoop poles, two loads of
Cardinals; Owen Bush, Detroit.
furze, two barrels of tar, twelve empty
Third base Bobby Byrne,
Pittstar barrels and a barrel of naphtha.
burgh Pirates; Elberfeld,
Washingmass
of inflammable material
This
There are 12 names beginning with ton.
was piled on a hilltop 1,000 feet high.
Pitcher Jack Warbop, New York
Move up, down and slanting,
"E."
There have been much larger fires
Yankees.
You
but
not
can
use
do
the
skip.
In nearly every large city, but this
Catcher Jimmy Stephens, St Louis
Bame letter any number of times.
holds the record for "fun fires."
Americans.
Every one of these Is a bona fide
Soup for Swimming.
Didn't Like It.
midget star.
little
"Mamma,"
queried
A little country boy during a visit to
Nellie at the dinner table the oththe city was obliged to drink conMentioning recent "comebackr"- er evening, "What makes people eat
densed milk.
the matter with George Mut
what
"Mamma," he said, "I'm glad we soup first and then fish? Is it so the Unt
Bsh can go In swimming?"
don't bave condensed rows at borne."

JLiiJLMX

StSxJLJk

tM(ey"

MARY.
notice of contest shall be sub"Bligglns like to hear himself talk."
mitted in writing setting forth the
Not What She Needed Most.
Mary had
cud of gum,
"Is that all you have against him?"
ground of contest, which must be
A massive, generous gob
"I am sending you a thousand Wie
"Could anything be worse?"
filed with the Secretary of the State
chawed It at the office,
And Mary lost her Job.
"Certainly. Bligglns used to like to kisses," he wrote to his fair young
Central Committee at least two days
wife who was spending
her first
before the meeting of said conven- bear himself sing."
But
from
bim.
Mhry kept the cud of sum
month
away
tion.
She loved the gum, you know
Two days later he received the fol- She
All county conventions must be
chawed
It Sunday evening.
Umpire's Joy.
telegram:
And Mary lost her beau.
held not later than the 4th day of
"Bo he claims o be the only per- lowing
"Kisses received. Landlord refuse!
March, 1912.
fectly Impartial umpire In the game? to acept any of them on account."
Still, Mary kept on chawing
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
And didn't care a blink;
On what does he base the claim?"
Then he "woke up and forwarded I That's
wViw
l
I, .
'
Chairman.
"He says he's always abused br check.
Mh
flrnv. V,., AA . jZ.
HERBERT W. CLARK. Secretary.
sides
of
Instead
both
by only one."
AH

Advertising

A
Buffalo. N. Y., hotel,
as the result of an unpleasant episode
of a
guest with a clerk
who didn't happen to know him. and
a kick to the proprietor that made itself felt all down the line to the
employe, has issued a booklet
chielly lor the edification of its employes, but doing no harm to the
prestige of the house if read by a
A few quotations
show the
guest.
spirit it tries to inculcate:
A hotel has just one thing to sell.
And that one thing is service.
Tile hotel that sells poor service is
a poor hotel.
The hotel that sells good service Is
a good hotel.
It is the object of the Hotel S
to sell its guests the very best service
in the world.
The service of a hotel is not a thing
supplied by any single individual. It
Is not special attention to any one
guest.
Hotel service that is, Hotel S
service means the limit of courteous,
efficient, attention from each particu
lar employe to each particular guest.
A doorman can swing the door in a
manner to assure the new guest thai
he is in his hotel, where people are
prompt to serve him.
He can sling the door in a way that
sticks in the guest's "crop" and makes
him expect to find at the desk a
scratchy, sputtery pen. sticking in a
potato.
When the room clerk says: "Front
show Mr. Robinson to room 1.2j?' instead of "Show the gentleman," etc.,
the guest immediately gets a warm
feeling of being welcome.
An operator who is quick to answer
RUNTS AMONG LEAGUE STARS
telephone calls and does not keep a
guest holding a cold receiver to his
Many Leading Dlayers Today Are ear and listening intently to nothing.
Short in Stature More Midgets
can swell the appreciation of S
Then Ever.
service, and swell the S
appreciation of her.
"Give the little boys a chance."
It is these little things that send
Can we ever
forget that small a guest away to say, promptly, "I
poem of our Fourth Reader days. Ap- stopped at Hotel S
," or, listlessply It to baseball and think of the ly, "I put up at a hotel last night."
of
of
the
little
fellows
heart pangs
Every item of extra courtesy conby gone days who were turned away tributes toward a better pleased guest,
by the big league managers with the and every pleased guest contributes
statement: "You're all right, but too toward a better, bigger S
.

M. Angustin Filon tells an amusing
story In the Debats about a stuffed
dog that once belonged to Napoleon.
This dog when alive accompanied the

evolved to this end. The aeroplanes used are provided with two
comfortable double seats, and have
bearing wheels which run on an eleGuide rails are lo
vated mono-raicated three or four feet below the reaw later?
bearing rail to keep the aeroplanes
from tipping over. To carry the deCAN YOU FIND THEM
ception of actual flying as far as posl.

Splendid Contests in Both Leagues
Awaken Keen Interest Athletics
Almost Sure to Represent
American League.

TC
WAK

1C

SERIES

Expected to Be Most Strenuous
in Baseball History.

FURTHER EXPOSE OF
STANDARD OIL METHODS.

j

MARK DAY
ON WALL STREET.

BIG

run-dow- n

1
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YEARS

Any one who knows Mr. Ii. F. Sugg,
of Tyner, X. C, will tell you that ne
speaks nothing tun the truth.
Mr. Sugg has suffered greatly from
sleeplessness and in a recent letter
says: "For ten years 1 have suffered
greatly from a nervous ailment which
caused me to lose at least three hours
of needed sleep every night.
"I tried everything I could find to
get relief, and finally one bottle of
Vimil gave me more relief than all
other remedies. I am grateful to Vinol
lor my present good health."
Many persons who are in a nervous
condition get so they
cannot sleep, and this is almost certain to wreck their health unless the
right steps are taken.
Our delicious cod liver and iron
remedy without oil, Vinol, builds up
the body and nourishes the nerves
with pure, rich blootL and makes it
possible to get natural, restful sleep.
We guarajtee that Vinol will do you
it fails), and if
good (money back
you are weak, nervous and sleepless,
you certainly slfould try Vinol. The
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.

Tells Police Judge That She is Truly
Sorry and Blames Her American Husband.

SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN', SA"nTA TS,
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What Advertising Doe.
We all know that advertising creates desire, causing readers to wish
for an advertised thing.
also creates choice.
Advertising
Oftentimes before the article is needed people remark: "If I ever own such
and such a thing it will be of the so
and so make."
Advertising changes earlier choice.
By this means an unbought article
wins an opinion more favorable than
the opinion of what is already possessed. The owner has become favor
able to a change.
These mental attitudes form the
road to a sale. It may be scon; it
may be long ere it Is used, but the
road is mapped out and some time it
will bring the buyer to the seller.
bors welcome.

Homester.d

No.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second

and Fourth Taure
days, Fireman's

Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. V. Robinson,
Cor. Vjec. Fred F.

Alaria.

Santa Fe Came

13514,

M.

W. A.

meets second Tuesday each month, o
cial meeting tUre
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vlsting neigh

A. G. WHITTIEE, CrnsuL
The Newspaper.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
You, whose eyes glance at this
page, read a newspaper upon which
Santa Fe Camp No.
you rely to keep you informed of all
6673, R. X. A. meets
that makes life worth living. Prac
first Tuesday of each
tically every other man In the United
social meeting
month;
States does the same thing. He reads
third Tuesday at Elks'
his newspaper, the paper that brings
Hall. Visiting neighhim the news that makes life worth
bors welcome.
men
To
the
who
It
read
living.
It,
NETTIE VICKROY,
brings not only the news of the world,
GriiclQe
but the news of their neighbors, ol
themselves, of their town, their com- MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
munity, their street, often of the very
Commencement
The
Programs
bouse they live In. Thomas E. Dock-relNew Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
Another Discovery.
"An expert politician nowadays," re- covers. The line is beautifully gotten
marked the cross roads philosopher, up with the latest patterns and de- "Is a sort of human 'vacuum clean- signs. Samples will be mailed upon
er.' He gets the dust, and you can't request to any one interested. Make
see exactly how he does It."
your selections early.
l

nvertlse-men- t
Are You a Seller? An
Wonders of Phrenology.
in the classified columns of the
My
(delightedly)
friend, you were born to command. New Mexican will put your real estate
on the market effectively. It will put
Are you a soldier?
Dignified Stranger No, sor. Ol'm a the facts of your property before the
eyes of all possible
janitor."

Phrenologist

buei.

the saxta fe xew Mexican, santa fe, n. m.

'age eight

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1912.

ed with the big vaudeville attraction".-- ' flEW EVIDENCE IN
DYNAMITE PLOT.
,
Again tonight.
Special sale on fresh pork and ba(Continued Vrom rage One.)
con, 5c a pound, less than usual, for
tomorrow only. F. Andrews.
A fine, pure castile soap made of believed that Farrell and Webb were
entitled to a hearing and he would
olive oil. Best for your use. Zook's.
the case. He set the hearing
a pound at
Better Butter, 37

Phone No. 4

n

The Home of Quality Groceries
FEW

A

SUGGESTIONS

FOR

SUNDAY

YOUR

DINNER

VEGETABLES.

MEATS.

Cauliflower, Celery, Spinach, Tomatoes, Onions, Radishes,
Soup Bunches, Turnips, Baets, Carrots, Cabbage,
Lettuce, Rutebegas, Etc.

BeefVeaI, Pork, Mutton, Lamb, Turkey, Hens, Spring

BAKER- Y-

Phone

I

V.'indow display.
Nice Fryers and Hens at the Plaza

Market

Co.
Go to it Bill New

State tonight.

Johannsen followed Tveitmoe and
when he, too, refused to testify, Clancy was called. Clancy took the same
action.
Bulldozed Long Enough.
''I have been bulldozed long enough
by Los Angeles officials," said JoI
hannsen. "I don't want mercy.
don't want immunity. All I want h;
a square deal. They can't make me
testify and I wont."
Both Tveitmoe and Clancy refused
to make any statement concerning
their action when in the grand jury
room.
One Brother Loses, Other Gains.
Malcolm McLaren, a detective employed by the agency which caused
the arrests of the McNaniaras, returned today from a visit to San Quentin
prison, where the brothers are confined. McLaren said that James B.
McNamara had lost 23 pounds since
he arrived at the prison but that his
brother John J. McNamara was growing stouter.

Hobo Luck at the Elks' tonight.
Chickens, Sausages, Hams) Bacon, Dried Beef,
Fresh potato chips, meats, groceries,
Smoked Tongues, tc.
vegetables and a variety of bakery jsumed its investigation of allegations
goods at Andrews'.
Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Rolls, Buns, Cinnamon Rolls, Coffee Cake, Etc. BAKERY
growing out of the McNamara case.
Fair Weather Continues Tonight
Tveitmoe was called into the grand
and Saturday fair, says the weather jury room first. The section of the
in
maximum
bureau. The
temperature
civil code which grants a witness imthe shade yesterday was 45 degrees, munity from prosecution
from any
in the sun 71 degrees. The minimum
he may give before a grand
testimony
was 23 degrees and the precipitation jury was read to him, but he declined
of an inch in the form of
snow.
Zook's Cold Tablets, better than. Quinine. Do the work that Quinine can
do and more.
ROUND IIP.
ME
Swift's Winche-te- r
Bacon, lCc a
pound. Armour's Star, Swift's- PremiAT THE
um, Morris Supreme, 23c a pound.
For tomorrow only. Above prices by
WEATHER FORECAST.
the piece only. K Anarews.
lfi.
Denver, Colo., Feb.
FOR
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
Fun for Everybody again tonight.
Xew Mexico, tonight and Sat- New State vaudeville.
urday fair; not much change in
Phone Black
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
HEADQUATERS
!t Looks as Though Pork was gettemperature.
DRUG
BUTT
STAISD
IN
TOWN
BROS.'
STORE.
DOWN
FOR
ting down to a basis where even a
poor man can afford it. There is a
on at the Plaza Mar HIGH-GRAD- E
Salt Bricks for your horse and cow big special sale
ket. See advertisement.
at Goebels.
Special Performance at State TheaTonight at the Elks', Hobo Luck.
tre The manager of the New State
vaudeFriday Night special show,
Theatre has volunteered a special perville. New State tonight.
formance on next Tuesday night (Feb.
Change of program at the Elks' to- 20th) for the Benefit of the Athletic
night.
Club, second division, of St. Michael's
in
What have we
vegetables? College. Everybody should turn out
Of
old
Andrews.
Everything.
and help the boys, as baseball season
a j u now opening, and the young tellows
Make
Imported B. B. B. Briar Pipes
new shipment received. Zook's.
will be more than pleased to have base
look like
suits.
Special Sale on pork at the Plaza
Market Co. Saturday.
home made pork
that
Don't
Forget
Are
Pieces
You Will Laugh until you are blue tausage at the Plaza Market Co.
in the face at the vaudeville,
New
All good pictures at the Elks' to-

F. ANDREWS.

No. 4

For Three Days Only, an immense
cleanup sale of ladies coats, capes and
suits at Adolf Seligman Dry Goods
Company. See advertisement today.

for tomorrow. The men hope to procure bail scon.
Refused to Testify.
I.os Angeies, Calif., Feb. 16 Olafe
A. Tveitniore, Anton Johanjisen and E.
A. Clancy, the San
Francisco labor
leaders indicted here by the federal
grand jury on a charge of conspiracy
V' transport dynamite, refused to testify when called today ..efore the Los
Angeles county grand jury, which re- -

to testify.

S. SPITZ,

Phone No. 4

m

SPECIAL SALE

-

THE JEWFLER.

CLARENDON GARDEN

J

SATURDAY

12.

ONLY
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

i

ally.
If you

will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
ifctch a speck of oil ami a cleaning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch,
jLeave your watch with u3

1.
u
u
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Loins, Pork Chops,

Pork Steak,
and Pork Roasts

rMMrwif

0. S.

LOWITZKl
FOR

j

it

Qeensware.
CASH PAID FOR

A NEW

fe

SATURDAY ONLY.

five.
All kinds of 5c pkgs. of garden
flower seeds, C pkgs. for 25c at

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and em-bossed work. Several lines to make
I your
selection from.

1

St

of Appendicitis
Trannuilino
Garcia, aged 32 years, died yesteraay.
?.t an Albuquerque hospital of appendicitis.
9 cans Standard
Tomatoes, $1.00.
Andrews'
Nice Home Made pork sausage at
the PUiza Market Co.
Strictly New Line of Draperies and
seme other swell lines of decoratives,
in elegant designs aT Seligman Bros.
Company. See advertisement on page
Died

Phone 92.

T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at
the Right Price!

State theater tonight.

Plaza Market Co.

Secondhand Goods
1

I

5c

Mr

!

Furniture and

i i

the
furniture,
or its color?
it
new, finish

it with

Reliable."

mter

You Tired ?

That

"Time

iMillll mini

A.

Nice Fresh Pork

drews'.
Card

and
An-

SUNSHINE

night.

J. S. Garrett, manager New State,
has secured the Georgia Negro Minstrels for Sunday. Other towns have
been pleased with he old plantation
minstrels and paid big prices to see
them. The admission will remain the
same 10 and l.j cents. How is this?

Used for all interior work
where any varnish stain is

Boost for them.
Not Guilty of Saloon Murder Samuel Rowan was acquitted at El Paso
yesterday of the charge of the murder of Charles Butter n the Monte
Carlo Saloon at El Paso.
If in Doubt call on Andrews. Frank
always has a number of suggestions
for that Sunday dinner. Phone i and
you can get everything you need delivered to you at short notice, and just
t's nice as though you picked it out
j ourself.

Put up in all colors, in onehaif pint to

of Thanks Mr. and Mrs.
Frank F. Gormley and family wish to
thank the many friends who sympathized with them in their recent
bereavement
New Mexican
Last Night Record Breaker at the
New State. Hundreds of people pleas- - brings results.

want

aus

wanted.
Brightens woodwork, furniture, beds, floors, tables
and shelving.

one gallon cans.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.
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E WANT every parent to know about our ability, with ex
pert service, to dress LITTLE MEN correctly. Our Chil

dren's Garmens were made by skilled manufacturers.
DUIQNtO
Becker, MirwiCc.

If

If

5

It Takes Experience, and a Great Deal of It. to Make

Children's Clothing

Right

We have all the correct styles for these little fellows from 4 to 15 years of age. There are suits in REEFER, NORFOLK and
SAILOR, RUSSIAN BLOUSE STYLES, Etc.,

$2.50

$2.00

$3.00

$7.50

$4.00

stands for but little until you see the garments. Our Children's Wearables
show distinctive style features and cleverness in making not to be found in " just clothes."
Any quoted prices on Children's Clothing

4

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes
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